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General Studies Prelim 2011: Current Affairs 

March – April    

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY  
 

Defence Technology 

‘Hatf IX' (NASR) 

• Newly developed short range surface-to-surface multi-tube ballistic missile ‘Hatf IX' (NASR) by Pakistan. 

• nuclear-capable battlefield range ballistic missile (BRBM) 

• Viewed by some strategic analysts as Pakistan's answer to India's Cold Start Doctrine, NASR has a range of 

60 km and “shoot-and-scoot'' nuclear delivery capability.  

  

Background: 

India's Cold Start Doctrine 

• Cold Start was a military doctrine developed by the Indian Armed Forces in 2004.  

• It involves joint operations between India's three main services (Army, Navy, and Air Force) and integrated 

battle groups for offensive operations. 

•  A key component is the preparation of India's forces to be able to quickly mobilise and take offensive 

actions 

  

In news: Pakistan tests short-range ballistic missile 

India’s explosive detection technology may be used by U.S. soon  

• The U.S.’ Homeland Security department may soon be using a technology developed by Defence Research 

and Development Organization (DRDO) to detect explosives, after it proved a success in insurgency and 

militancy affected areas in India. 

• The DRDO has signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with US-based firm Crowe and Company LLC 

to further develop the Explosive Detection Kit (EDK) to meet the standards set by regulatory institutions in 

America, before introducing it in U.S. Army and Homeland Security forces. 

• Developed by DRDO’s Pune-based High Energy Material Research Lab (HEMRL), EDK can detect explosives of 

any combination based on TNT, dynamite or black powder. 

• The testing requires only 3 to 5 mg of suspected sample. It comes packed in a box the size of a vanity case 

and in miniature vials that can be kept in shirt pockets. It contains reagents capable of detecting explosives, 

even in extremely small quantities 

Iron Dome 

• Iron Dome is a mobile air defense system in development by Rafael Advanced Defense Systems designed to 

intercept short-range rockets and artillery shells.  

• The system was created as a defensive countermeasure to the rocket threat against Israel's civilian 

population on its northern and southern borders. 

•  It is designed to intercept very short-range threats up to 70 kilometers in all-weather situations. 

• It was declared operational and initially deployed on March 27, 2011 near Beersheba. 

•  On April 7, 2011, the system successfully intercepted a Grad rocket launched from Gaza for the first time 
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Space Technology 

50 years ago: Man's first flight to space 

• The first human spaceflight took place on April 12, 1961, when cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin made one orbit 

around the Earth aboard the Vostok 1 spacecraft, launched by the Soviet space program and designed by 

the rocket scientist Sergey Korolyov.  

• Flight facts:  

1. Duration-108 minutes 

2. Space time: 89 minutes 

3. Speed: 27, 400 km/hour 

4. Max altitude: 327 km 

Related info: 

• Valentina Tereshkova became the first woman in space on board Vostok 6 on June 16, 1963.  

• Both spacecraft( Vostok 1 and  Vostok 6) were launched by Vostok 3KA launch vehicles.  

• Alexei Leonov made the first spacewalk when he left the Voskhod 2 on March 8, 1965. Svetlana Savitskaya 

became the first woman to do so on July 25, 1984. 

• The only countries to have independent human spaceflight capability are Russia, United States and China.  

• As of 2010, human spaceflights are being actively launched by the Soyuz programme conducted by the 

Russian Federal Space Agency, the Space Shuttle program conducted by NASA, and the Shenzhou program 

conducted by the China National Space Administration. 

 PSLV-C16 

• The PSLV-C16 put into orbit three satellites: the ISRO's 1,200-kg Resourcesat-2; the 93-kg Youthsat, with a 

payload from Russia and two payloads from India; and the 103-kg X-Sat from Nangyang Technological 

University of Singapore.  

Resourcesat-2  

• Resourcesat-2 is a continuation of Resourcesat-1, which was put into orbit on October 17, 2003. 

Resourcesat-1 is going strong, though it has lasted more than its mission life of five years.  

• The images of the Resourcesat-2 will help in monitoring the health of crops, estimating crop yield, keeping a 

tab on deforestation and locating the groundwater. 

 Youthsat 

• Indo-Russian Nano statteliet (one payload from Russia and two payloads from India) 

• Youthsat is meant for studying the effects of the sun on the earth's upper atmosphere. 

• Two ISRO payloads in Youthsat are from the Space Physics Laboratory of the Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre, 

Thiruvananthapuram, the Space Applications Centre, Ahmedabad, and the ISRO Satellite Centre, Bangalore. 

X-Sat  

• The X-Sat is a technology demonstrator with remote-sensing and communication payloads. 

• from Nangyang Technological University of Singapore.  

Glory (satellite) 

• The Glory satellite was a planned NASA satellite mission. 

• Glory was launched on a three—year mission to analyze how airborne particles(aerosols) affect Earth’s 

climate. Besides monitoring particles in the atmosphere, it was also to track solar radiation to determine the 

sun’s effect on climate change.  

•  The vast majority of aerosols occurs naturally, spewed into the atmosphere by volcanoes, forest fires and 

desert storms. Aerosols can also come from manmade sources such as the burning of fossil fuel. 

•  The satellite was lost on March 4, 2011, when its Taurus XL carrier rocket malfunctioned 

Day shortened, says NASA 

• The massive earthquake that struck Japan was so powerful that it accelerated the Earth's rotation speed, 

shortening the length of the day by 1.8 microseconds, according to a new analysis by NASA. 
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• According to scientists at the U.S. space agency, the 8.9-magnitude quake shifted the way the Earth's mass is 

distributed, which made the planet spin a little faster, cutting the 24-hour day by an estimated 1.8 

microseconds. That is less than two-millionths of one second. 

• Initial data suggested the quake moved Japan's main island about eight feet and shifted the Earth's figure 

axis, around which the Earth's mass is balanced, by about 17 cm, said Richard Gross, a geophysicist at NASA. 

  

Supermoon 

• The Moon's distance varies each month between approximately 357,000 (perigee)kilometers and 406,000 

km(apogee)  due to its elliptical orbit around the Earth . 

• Full moon at perigee is 12% larger and brighter than an average full moon. This conicidence is called 

"supermoon" 

• Technical name for a supermoon is the perigee-syzygy of the Earth-Moon-Sun system. 

• The supermoon event, occurred on 19 march 2011 was around 14 per cent bigger and 30 per cent brighter 

than the other normal full moons. 

• The phenomenon was special, as the moon came closest to the earth in 18 years. 

• The supermoon phenomenon occurred in 1955, 1974, 1992 and 2005.  

ICT(Information Communication Technology) 

Graphene Substitute Known as Silicene Has Been Produced 

• Silicene is a two-dimensional allotrope of silicon, similar to graphene. 

• In 2010, researchers have observed for the first time silicon structures that are suggestive of silicene. 

Related: 

The scientists at the Germany's Max Planck Institute, the Department of Materials Science and Engineering, 

University of Utah, and Tsinghua University, Beijing have now created a Graphene transistor composed of 13 

benzene rings. It has been named as Caronene 

XBRL 

XBRL (eXtensible Business Reporting Language) is a freely available, market-driven, open, and global standard for 

exchanging business information. 

  

In news: The ministry of heavy industries and public enterprises plans to adopt the eXtensible Business Reporting 

Language (XBRL) for filing of data by public sector enterprises (PSEs). The finance ministry is considering using the 

tool for its proposed goods and services tax (GST). 

Energy and Nuclear Technology 

Japan raises severity of nuclear accident 

•  The level of the Fukushima crisis was  raised to ‘seven' on the International Nuclear and Radiological Event 

Scale (INES). 

• Fukushima crisis level is now equivalent to worst-case rating as the 1986 Chernobyl disaster. 

• Score of ‘seven' under the INES framework would imply the occurrence of “a major release of radioactive 

material, with widespread health and environmental effects, requiring the implementation of planned and 

extended countermeasures. 

  

Background: 

• The International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale (INES) was introduced in 1990 by the International 

Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in order to enable prompt communication of safety significance information in 

case of nuclear accidents. 

• There are 7 levels on the INES scale; 3 incident-levels and 4 accident-levels. There is also a level 0. 
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• The scale is intended to be logarithmic, similar to the moment magnitude scale that is used to describe the 

comparative magnitude of earthquakes. 

• Each increasing level represents an accident approximately ten times more severe than the previous level. 

  

•  

  

  

  

Fukushima I nuclear accidents 

• The Fukushima I nuclear accidents are a series of ongoing equipment failures and releases of radioactive 

materials at the Fukushima I Nuclear Power Plant, following the 9.0 magnitude Tōhoku earthquake and 

tsunami on 11 March 2011 

• The plant comprises six separate boiling water reactors maintained by the Tokyo Electric Power Company 

(TEPCO).  

• This accident is the largest of the 2011 Japanese nuclear accidents arising from the Tōhoku earthquake and 

tsunami, and experts consider it to be the second largest nuclear accident after the Chernobyl disaster, but 

more complex as all reactors are involved. 

• At the time of the quake, reactor 4 had been de-fueled while 5 and 6 were in cold shutdown for planned 

maintenance. 

• The remaining reactors shut down automatically after the earthquake, with emergency generators starting 
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up to run the control electronics and water pumps needed to cool reactors.  

• The plant was protected by a seawall designed to withstand a 5.7 m (19 ft) tsunami but not the 14 m (46 ft) 

maximum wave which arrived 41–60 minutes after the earthquake.  

• The entire plant was flooded, including low-lying generators and electrical switchgear in reactor basements 

and external pumps for supplying cooling seawater.  

• The connection to the electrical grid was broken.  

• All power for cooling was lost and reactors started to overheat, due to natural decay of the fission 

products created before shutdown.  

• The flooding and earthquake damage hindered external assistance. 

• Evidence soon arose of partial core meltdown in reactors 1, 2, and 3; hydrogen explosions destroyed the 

upper cladding of the buildings housing reactors 1, 3, and 4; an explosion damaged the containment inside 

reactor 2; multiple fires broke out at reactor 4.  

• Despite being initially shutdown, reactors 5 and 6 began to overheat.  

• Fuel rods stored in pools in each reactor building began to overheat as water levels in the pools dropped.  

• Fears of radiation leaks led to a 20 km (12 mi) radius evacuation around the plant while workers suffered 

radiation exposure and were temporarily evacuated at various times. One generator at unit 6 was restarted 

on 17 March allowing some cooling at units 5 and 6 which were least damaged. Grid power was restored to 

parts of the plant on 20 March, but machinery for reactors 1 through 4, damaged by floods, fires and 

explosions, remained inoperable. 

• Flooding with radioactive water through the basements of units 1–4 continues to prevent access to carry out 

repairs 

• Leaked Radiation levels varied widely over time and location, from well below 1 mSv/h to as high as 400 

mSv/h. 

• Japanese officials initially assessed the accident as level 4 on the International Nuclear Event Scale (INES) 

despite the views of other international agencies that it should be higher. The INES level was eventually 

raised successively to 5 and then the maximum 7. 

  

Sievert  

• The sievert (symbol: Sv) is the International System of Units (SI) SI derived unit of dose equivalent radiation. 

It attempts to quantitatively evaluate the biological effects of ionizing radiation as opposed to the physical 

aspects, which are characterised by the absorbed dose, measured in gray. It is named after Rolf Maximilian 

Sievert, a Swedish medical physicist renowned for work on radiation dosage measurement and research into 

the biological effects of radiation. 

Gray 

• The gray (symbol: Gy) is the SI unit of absorbed radiation dose of ionizing radiation (for example, X-rays), 

and is defined as the absorption of one joule of ionizing radiation by one kilogram of matter (usually human 

tissue). Named after the British physicist Louis Harold Gray, the SI unit replaces the traditional cgs unit, the 

rad (equivalent to 0.01 Gy). 

  

Curie 

The curie (symbol Ci) is a unit of radioactivity. It is named after Marie and Pierre Curie. 

  

Note: Radioactivity was first discovered in 1896 by the French scientist Henri Becquerel. 
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PRIZES / AWARDS 
 

World Famous 

2011 Abel Prize awarded to John Willard Milnor  

• John Willard Milnor of the Institute for Mathematical Sciences in the University of Stony Brook, U.S.A. 

• For his pioneering discoveries in topology, geometry and algebra. 

  

Background: 

The Prize is given in recognition of contributions of extraordinary depth and influence to mathematical sciences 

and has been awarded annually since 2003. The Prize is named after the great Norwegian mathematical genius, 

Niels Henrik Abel (1802-29), often compared with the Indian wizard Srinivasa Ramanujan, who died at a very 

young age of 26.  

It has often been described as the "mathematician's Nobel prize" and is among the most prestigious awards in 

mathematics. It comes with a monetary award of six million Norwegian kroner (approx US$992,000). 

Literary 

Saraswati Samman for Kannada writer 

• Kannada writer  S. L. Bhyrappa for his novel Mandra.  

• He is one of the bestselling novelists in Kannada over the past 25 years.  

• Rs.7.50 lakh, a citation and a plaque. 

Bihari Puraskar for Girdhar Rathi 

Noted poet Girdhar Rathi has been selected for the Bihari Puraskar for 2010 for his poetry collection "Anta Ke 

Sanshaya". 

  

Background: 

• The Bihari Puraskar, instituted by the K. K. Birla Foundation in 1991, is only for Rajasthani writers and carries 

a citation, a plaque and prize money of Rs. 1 lakh. 

• Girdhar Rathi was born  in Pipariya village of Madhya Pradesh although his ancestral family is from Jaisalmer 

in Rajasthan 

 

2010 Vyas Samman for Vishwanath Prasad Tiwari 

• Noted Hindi writer Vishwanath Prasad Tiwari has been selected for the prestigious Vyas Samman for 2010 

for his collection of poems, Phir Bhi Kuch Rah Jayega.  

• Tiwari was born in Bherihari village — now the rural region of Kushinagar — in Gorakhpur in Uttar Pradesh. 

  

Background: 

Past winners 

2009 - AMAR KANTH for his booK "INHI HATHON SE" 

2008: Eminent Hindi author smt. Mannu Bhandari’s autobiography Ek Kahani Yah Bhi. 

2007- no award 

  

  

K. K. Birla Foundation 

The K.K. Birla Foundation was established in 1991 by Krishna Kumar Birla. Its mission is to promote literature 

(especially Hindi literature) and the arts, as well as education and social work. It regularly gets mentioned in the 

media for the awards it confers, including: 
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� the Saraswati Samman (Rs7.5 lakh) for prose/poetry work in any Indian language included in Schedule VIII to 

the Constitution of India(currently-22), published in the past 10 years. 

� the Vyas Samman (Rs 2.5 lakh) for prose/poetry work in Hindi, 

� the Bihari Puraskar (Rs 1 lakh) for prose/poetry work in Hindi/Rajasthani, only authors from Rajasthan are 

eligible, 

� the Shankar Puraskar (Rs 1.5 lakh) for a work in Hindi concerning Indian philosophy, culture and/or art, 

� the Vachaspati Puraskar (Rs 1 lakh) for any work in Sanskrit, 

� the G.D. Birla Award for scientific research (Rs 1.5 lakh). 

Rohinton Mistry in race for Man Booker  

India-born Canadian writer Rohinton Mistry, American master of letters Philip Roth and British ‘spy novelist' John 

le Carré are among the 13 finalists for the £-60,000 Man Booker International Prize. 

  

Background: 

� The Man Booker International Prize is a biennial international literary award given to a living author of any 

nationality for fiction published in English or generally available in English translation. 

� The award, sponsored by the Man Group and established in 2005 to complement the Man Booker Prize, 

rewards one writer's overall achievement in literature and their significant influence on writers and readers 

worldwide.  

� The award is therefore a recognition of the writer's body of work, rather than any one title. 

Indu Sharma Katha Samman 

� Indian novelist Vikas Kumar Jha has been chosen for the 2011 International Indu Sharma Katha Samman, for 

his novel ‘McCluskieganj' . 

� The International Indu Sharma Katha Samman was instituted (by Katha UK )in the memory of poetess and 

short story writer Indu Sharma who died of cancer in 1995.  

Nationally Acclaimed 

President Confers Gallantry and Distinguished Service Awards 

3-Kirti Chakras  

18 -Shaurya Chakras  

2- Uttam Yudh Seva Medals 

13- Param Vishisht Seva Medals,  

27-Ati Vishisht Seva Medals 

  

Captain Deepak Sharma of the Corps of Signals, who lost his life fighting militants in Jammu and Kashmir in March 

last year, received the Kirti Chakra. 

  

Background: 

Military honors and Decorations in India 

Wartime Param Vir Chakra  

Maha Vir Chakra  

Vir Chakra 

Peacetime Ashoka Chakra  

Kirti Chakra  

Shaurya Chakra 

Wartime / Peacetime 

Service & Gallantry 

Sena Medal (Army)   

Nao Sena Medal (Navy)  
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Vayusena Medal (Air Force) 

Wartime Distinguished 

Service 

Sarvottam Yudh Seva Medal  

 Uttam Yudh Seva Medal 

 Yudh Seva Medal 

Peacetime Distinguished 

Service 

Param Vishisht Seva Medal 

Ati Vishisht Seva Medal 

Vishisht Seva Medal 
 

UIDAI Commences ‘Aadhaar Governance Award’  

Unique Identification Authority of India (UIDAI) has instituted an ‘Aadhaar Governance Award’. The award is 

instituted to acknowledge, recognise and reward the extraordinary and innovative work done by District 

Collectors/Deputy Commissioners in using the Aadhaar number to improve the service delivery in their respective 

districts for more transparent, efficient and effective governance.  

'Nirmal Gram Puraskar’(NGP) 2010 

� Only 2,808 gram panchayats and just one block panchayat have been chosen for the 2010 award 

� the number of awards has been falling drastically since the last two years, after reaching the peak in 2008 

when 12,144 panchayats, 112 blocks and eight zila parishads bagged the awards.  

� Sikkim has been the first Nirmal State in the country having achieved full sanitation coverage. 

� Maharashtra is the biggest beneficiary during the 2010 awards with 694 panchayats set to get the reward, 

followed by Madhya Pradesh at 344, Haryana at 259 and Tamil Nadu at 237.  

 Background: 

  

� Total Sanitation Campaign (TSC) is a comprehensive programme to ensure sanitation facilities in rural areas 

with the broader goal to eradicate the practice of open defecation. To add vigour to the TSC, in October 

2003, Government of India initiated an incentive scheme named the 'Nirmal Gram Puraskar’(NGP). NGP is 

given to those "open defecation free" Nirmal Gram Panchayats, Blocks, and Districts which have become 

fully sanitized. The incentive provision is for Panchayati Raj Institutions (PRIs) as well as individuals and 

organizations that are the driving force for full sanitation coverage. 

� A "Nirmal Gram" is an "Open Defecation Free" village where all houses, Schools and Anganwadis having 

sanitary toilets and awareness amongst community on the importance of maintaining personal and 

community hygiene and clean environment.  

� The concept of Nirmal Gram Puraskar has been acclaimed internationally as a unique tool of social 

engineering and community mobilization and has helped a difficult program like rural sanitation to pick up. 

After TSC was launched in 1999, average coverage between  2001 to 2004 rose to 3% annually. After NGP 

was launched in 2004, the average coverage  has  gone up by about 7-8%  every year.  

� Each Gram Panchayat getting the NGP has been creating ripple effect in the surrounding villages. 

� The rewards range from Rs. 50,000 to Rs. 5 lakh for gram panchayats, depending upon their population. In 

the case of blocks, it varies from Rs. 10 lakh to Rs. 20 lakh, while for the zila parishads it ranges from Rs. 30 

lakh to Rs. 50 lakh. 

 Women and Child Development Ministry Presented ‘Stree Shakti Puraskar’ 2010 on International Women’s 

Day 

    

Rani Lakshmibai 

Award  

Mrs. Pottabathini Padmavathi from Andhra Pradesh, who did not allow her disability to 

become and adversity and faced the challenge positively to learn music and become an 

established artist.  
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Kannagi Award  Mrs Thagu Maya Bardewa from Sikkim, who has done great work helping people in distress, 

orphans, widows and destitutes.  

Rani Gaidinliu 

Zeliang Award 

Mrs. Rathnamma from Karnataka, for her extensive work for awareness generation on child 

labour and eradication of dowry, early marriage, untouchability and sexual harassment. 

Devi Ahilyabai 

Holkar Award 

 Mrs. Monika S. Garg an officer of the 1989 batch of Indian Administrative service from 

Uttar Pradesh for her outstanding work for empowerment of women through promoting 

their participation in Government Programmes.  

Note: The Mata Jijabai and Rani Rudrama devi awards were not awarded to anyone this year.  

 

 

 STREE SHAKTI PURASKAR   

As a measure of recognition of achievements of individual women in the field of social development, the 

Government of India has instituted six national awards which are to be called Stree Shakti Puraskar. These 

awards are in the name of the following eminent women personalities in the Indian history who are famous for 

their personal courage and integrity:- 

  

1.     Devi Ahilya Bai Holkar 

2.     Kanngi 

3.     Mata Jijabai 

4.     Rani Gaindenlou Zehang 

5.     Rani lakshmi Bai 

6.     Rani Rudramma Devi(For Both men & women) 

  

The award will carry a cash prize of Rs.1 lakh and a citation. The awards will be given to women who have 

triumphed over difficult circumstances and have fought for and established the rights of women in various fields. 

It is envisaged that women who have worked for the support and rehabilitation of women and children in 

especially difficult circumstances such as destitute women, widows, old aged and disabled women and victims of 

atrocities and conflicts would be awarded. Also, achievements of women who have worked in the areas of 

education, health, agriculture and rural industry, protection of forests and environment and those who have 

created awareness and consciousness on women's issues through arts and media would be recognized and 

awarded by the Government. 

  

One of the awards will be given towards recognition of personal achievements by a woman in difficult 

circumstances. 

 

National Tourism Award 2009-10 

 

To promote excellence and recognize the efforts put in by various stakeholders in development and promotion of 

India Tourism, this Ministry has instituted National Tourism Awards. Some important awardees are  

� Best State- Madhya Pradesh (Rest of India), J&K (NE and J&K) 

� Best Civic Management of a Destination- Municipal Corporation of Khajuraho 

� Tourist Friendly Railway Station: New Delhi Railway Station 

� Best Rural Tourism Project: Bhootgarh Rural Tourism Project, Punjab 

� Best Maintained and Disabled Friendly Monument: Red Fort Complex, Delhi, ASI Delhi Circle 
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Journalism, Film and Television, Beauty contest etc 

Nisha Rajagopal, first recipient of The Hindu Saregama M.S. Subbulakshmi Award 

� Carnatic vocalist 

� An engineer by training 

(details: see old notes) 

Femina Miss India 2011 

Miss India World 2011 Kanishtha Dhankhar; 

 Miss India Earth 2011 Hasleen Kaur;  

and Miss India International 2011 Ankita Shorey 

2011 Pulitzer Prize 

� The Los Angeles Times won two prizes, including the highest honor for Public Service. 

�  The New York Times also won two awards. 

�  No prize was handed out in the Breaking News category. 

� The Wall Street Journal won an award for the first time since 2007. 

� Jennifer Egan's A Visit From the Goon Squad picked up the Fiction prize after already winning the 2010 

National Book Critics Circle Award. 

�  Photographer Carol Guzy of The Washington Post became the first journalist to win four Pulitzer Prizes. 

� Special: Indian-American physician Siddhartha Mukherjee’s acclaimed book on cancer, The Emperor of All 

Maladies: A Biography of Cancer, has won the prestigious 2011 Pulitzer Prize in the general non-fiction 

category.  

  

Background: 

� The Pulitzer Prize  is a U.S. award for achievements in newspaper and online journalism, literature and 

musical composition. It was established by Jewish-American publisher Joseph Pulitzer and is administered by 

Columbia University in New York City. 

� Prizes are awarded yearly in twenty-one categories. In twenty of these, each winner receives a certificate 

and a US$10,000 cash award.  

� The winner in the public service category of the journalism competition is awarded a gold medal, which 

always goes to a newspaper, although an individual may be named in the citation. 

 

Dadasaheb Phalke Award to K. Balachander 

� the veteran film maker, has been conferred the Dadasaheb Phalke Award for the year 2010. 

� The award consists of a Swarn Kamal, a cash prize of Rs.10 lakhs and a shawl. 

� Shri K. Balachander has been film director, screen play writer and producer for more than 45 years.  He has 

written, directed and produced more than 100 films in Tamil, Telugu, Hindi and Kannada.   

� The films he scripts and directs analyze unusual or complicated inter-personal relationships and social 

themes. 

� He has been responsible for bringing into limelight many stars of the present day, including Rajnikanth, 

Kamal Haasan, Prakashraaj and Vivek.   

� He entered the film industry in 1965 and shot into fame with his very first film ‘Neerkumizhi’ starring 

Nagesh. 

� He was conferred the Padma Shri  in 1987. 

Chameli Devi Jain award for “Outstanding Woman Media Person” 

� 'Open magazine' correspondent Shahina K.K. 

� a former Tehelka correspondent from Thiruvananthapuram 
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Miscellaneous  

National Panchayat Diwas Awards 

Panchayat Empowerment & Accountability Incentive Scheme (PEAIS) - Assessment of the States for 2010-2011 

� Panchayat Empowerment Accountability Incentive Scheme (PEAIS ) was  implemented by the Ministry of 

Panchayati Raj (MoPR) in  2005-06 to motivate states to empower the Panchayats by devolving Funds, 

functions and functionaries ( 3Fs). 

�  The scheme aims at encouraging the States for empowering the Panchayati Raj Institutions (PRIs) and 

putting in place mechanism for transparency and accountability of the PRIs.  

� Performance of the States in these respects is measured through a Devolution Index (DI) formulated by an 

independent institution. 

�  A token award is also given to the States, for which the annual provision is currently at Rs. 10 crore. 

  

This year in addition to the cumulative achievement of the state, the DI study also took into account incremental 

achievement since 1st April 2009. For 2010-11, the Indian Institute of Public Administration (IIPA), New Delhi was 

engaged for the task of preparation of DI and ranking the States.  

  

e Panchayat Puraskar 2011 

Started: 2011 

Objective: to appreciate the excellent achievent of various States in the implementation of Model Accounting 

system for Panbchayats ( MAS) and PRIA Soft. 

prize money: 50 lakh, 30 lakh and 20 lakh( to be utilised for further strengthening / development  of MAS/ PRIA 

Soft initiative in the state) 

  

  STATE PRIZE PRIZE MONEY 

1 ODISHA STATE FIRST PRIZE RS 50 LAKHS 

2 MAHARASHTRA SECOND PRIZE RS 30 LAKHS 

2 TRIPURA SECOND PRIZE RS. 30 LAKHS 

3 PUNJAB  THIRD PRIZE RS 20 LAKH 

53 ASSAM  THIRD PRIZE RS. 20 LAKHS 

  

Rashtryira Gaurav Gram SabhaPuraskar 2011 

(National level Awards for Best Gram Sabhas) 

Objective: to incentivise excellence in performance of   Gram Panchayats through effective gram sabhas. 

prize money: 10 Lakhs (will be utilized by the Panchayats for public purposes) 

Special: three women sarpanch this year 

S.No. Name of 

the 

District 

Name of the Gram 

Panchayat/ Gram 

Sabha Nominated 

State Name of the Sarpanch(recipient of the 

Award) 

1 Belgaum Shiraguppi Karnataka Sri VineshIragoudaPatil 

2 South 

Goa 

KirlapalDabal Goa Shri Rama Sonugaonkar 

3 Rajkot Depaliya Gujarat SmtRasilabenDalsaniya 
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4 Rohtak Assan Haryana Shri Raj Singh 

5 Jalgaon Chahardi Maharashtra Smt. SangitabaiKoli 

6 Ajmer Aradaka Rajasthan SmtRaheesaKhatoon 

7 South 

District 

Mellidara-

Paiyong 

Sikkim Shri Ganesh Rahi 

Mauritian honour for Maldives' Nasheed 

� Mauritius has conferred one of its highest honours, Grand Commander of the Order of the Star and the Key 

of the Indian Ocean (GCSK), on Maldivian President Mohamed Nasheed.  

� Among the few foreign dignitaries who had been conferred the award are the former President of South 

Africa, Nelson Mandela, and the former President of Guyana, Cheddi Jagan. [reported by Hindu but not 

confirmed] 

 

Background: 

� The Most Distinguished Order of the Star and Key of the Indian Ocean is the highest distinct order of merit in 

Mauritius. It was founded in 2000 to decorate people who have made a contribution to social progress in 

the nations of the Indian Ocean. It may be awarded to non-Mauritian citizens. 

� The Order comprises five classes with GCSK being highest class. 

FM Presents Awards to Winners of National Architectural Design Competition for Rajaswa Bhawan 

The first prize of Rs. 10 Lakhs was awarded to Architect Shri Siddharth Shirur of M/s Vistaar Architects & Planners of 

Mumbai. The second prize of Rs. 5 Lakhs has been awarded to Architect Shri S. R. Sikka of M/s Sikka Associates while 

the third prize of Rs. 3 Lakhs has been given to the entry submitted by Architect Shri Manit Rastogi of M/s 

Morphogenesis. Three consolation prizes of 1 lakh each were received by Architect Shri Nishant Lall of M/s Sen & 

Lall Consultants Pvt. Ltd., Architect Shri Sanjay Nayak of M/s Edifice Consultants Pvt. Ltd. and Architect Shri Virender 

Khanna of M/s Virender Khanna Associates respectively. The winning entries were chosen by a panel of jurors, from 

a total of 58 participants from all over the country.  

DST(Department of Science and Technology) - Lockheed Martin India Innovation Growth Programme 2011 : 

Innovators’ Competition and Awards Function 

The innovators were selected for their unique technology ideas that can be converted to commercial ventures in 

diverse fields such as environment, power, telecommunications, etc 
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COMMITTEES  

Committee to Review the Role, Functioning and Structure of CEIB Constituted  

Background: 

The Government of India is determined to fight all economic crimes.For this purpose, the Government of India has 

set up the following Investigating Agencies which function under the Department of Revenue in Union Ministry of 

Finance:- 

1. The Central Economic Intelligence Bureau(Apex Intelligence & Co-ordinating body) 

2. Directorate General of Revenue Intelligence(for Customs related offences) 

3. Directorate of Enforcement(for Foreign Exchange related offences) 

4. Directorate General of Central Excise Intelligence(for Central Excise related offences) 

5. Directorate General of Income Tax(Investigation)(for Income Tax related offences) 

6. Narcotics Control Bureau(for Drugs related offences)  

Financial Sector Legislative Reforms Commission 

� The Central Government  has constituted the Financial Sector Legislative Reforms Commission (FSLRC) under 

the chairmanship of former Justice B. N. Srikrishna to rewrite and harmonise financial sector legislations, 

rules and regulations.  

� The commission has been set up in pursuance of Finance Minister Pranab Mukherjee's budget 

announcement last year. 

� Apart from Justice Srikrishna as the head, other members of the 11-member commission include former 

PFRDA Chairman D. Swarup, former Axis Bank chief P. J. Nayak and PMEAC member M. Govinda Rao. 

Headquartered in Delhi, the commission is to hold its first meeting on April 5 and submit its report to the 

Finance Minister within 24 months.  

� As for the terms of reference, the commission will examine the architecture of the legislative and regulatory 

system governing the financial sector in the country and also look at the most appropriate means of 

oversight over regulators and their autonomy from the government.  

� There are over 60 Acts and multiple rules and regulations dealing with the financial sector and many of them 

have become archaic.  

B. K. chaturvedi committee on Devas S-band deal submits its report 

The committee, constituted by PM, consisting of the former Cabinet Secretary, B.K. Chaturvedi, and Professor 

Roddam Narasimha, was asked to go into all aspects of the satellite deal. 

  

Related info: 

�  The Committee headed by Sh.  B.K. Chaturvedi Committee, looking into the issues pertaining to the 

development of National Highways has submitted its second report to the Government. 

�  B.K. Chaturvedi is Planning Commission member and former Cabinet Secretary. 

New steps in National Consumer Disputes  Redressal Commission(NCDRC) 

� To reduce the pendency of cases thirteen cities across the country have been notified by the Govt. where 

NCDRC can hold Circuit Benches . 

� The number of Members of the Commission has been increased from 5 to 9 enabling the Commission to set 

up 5 Benches.  

� Further 2 additional posts of Members have been created for a period of five years for setting up an 

additional Bench to clear backlog of cases in NCDRC. 

� The  Government is implementing an important scheme CONFONET to make the Consumer Fora more 

efficient, transparent and systematic in their functioning. This project for Computerization & Computer 

Networking of Consumer Fora in the country is being executed on a turnkey basis by the National 

Informatics Centre.  

� Under this scheme, the consumer fora at all the three tiers would be fully computerized and inter-connected 
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enabling them to access information leading to quicker disposal of cases.  

� With the implementation of this scheme consumers across the country will be able to file complaints online 

and can also find out the status of the case on the website.  

� Out of 35 State Commissions and 607 District Fora, 34 State Commissions and 593 District Fora have been 

covered under this project so far.  

� Similarly, Government has another scheme titled ‘Strengthening of Consumer Fora’ where financial 

assistance is being extended to States/UTs to supplement their efforts in strengthening infrastructure of the 

Consumer Fora.  

  

Background: 

National Consumer Disputes  Redressal Commission(NCDRC) 

� As per provisions of Consumer Protection Act, 1986 . 

� To provide inexpensive, speedy and summary redressal of consumer disputes, quasi-judicial bodies have 

been set up in each District and State and at the national level, called the District Forums, the State 

Consumer Disputes Redressal Commissions and the National Consumer Disputes Redressal Commission 

respectively.   At present, there are 604 District Forums and 34 State Commissions with the National 

Consumer Disputes Redressal Commission (NCDRC) at the apex. 

� Each District Forum is headed by a person who is or has been or is eligible to be appointed as a District Judge 

and each State Commission is headed by a person who is or has been a Judge of High Court. 

� The National Commission was constituted in the year 1988.  It is headed by a sitting or retired Judge of the 

Supreme Court of India.  

� A written complaint, can be filed before the District Consumer Forum for pecuniary value of upto Rupees 

twenty lakh, State Commission for value upto Rupees one crore and the National Commission for value 

above Rupees one crore, in respect of defects in goods and or deficiency in service. 

� The service can be of any description and the illustrations given above are only indicative. However, no 

complaint can be filed for alleged deficiency in any service that is rendered free of charge or under a 

contract of personal service. 

Wadhwa Committee's tenure extended  

The Supreme Court extended by six months the tenure of the Justice Wadhwa Committee formed to probe the 

issues in the Public Distribution System. 

  

Background: 

Pursuant to the order dated 12th July, 2006 passed by the Hon’ble Supreme Court of India in Writ Petition (C) 

No.196 of 2001, "People's Union for Civil Liberties vs.  Union of India and Ors"., the Government of India, Ministry of 

Consumer Affairs, Food and Public Distribution (Department of Food) vide   Notification No.6-

1(Accommodation)/2006-BP-II dated 01.12.2006   has constituted a Central Vigilance Committee under the 

Chairmanship of Hon'ble Mr. Justice D.P. Wadhwa, a former Judge of the Supreme Court of India, to be assisted by 

Dr. N.C. Saxena, the Commissioner earlier appointed by the Supreme Court, to look into the maladies affecting the 

proper functioning of the Public Distribution System and also suggest remedial measures. 
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SCHEMES /PROGRAMMES / POLICIES 

Girls Corner more Post-Matric Scholarships than boys under the Post-Matric Scholarship Scheme of The 

Ministry of Minority Affairs during 2010-11  

More than 48 % of the Scholarships Granted during 2010-11 under the Pre-Matric Scholarship Scheme of the 

Ministry of Minority Affairs Went to Girl Students  

 

  eligibility 2010-11 started cumulative 

Total (upto 

31.3.2011) 

Target 

(2011-

12) 

Post-matric Scholarship 

Scheme 

 students of class XI up to 

Ph.D. belonging to the 

Minority communities. 

(annual family income- 2 

Lakh) 

5.25 lakh (51% 

girls) 

2007-8 11.08 lakh 4.50 lakh 

fresh 

Pre-Matric Scholarship 

Scheme 

class I to class X 

(annual family income- 1 

Lakh) 

  

44.21 lakh 

(48%girls) 

2008-

09 

66.63 lakh 27 lakhs 

Merit cum means based 

scholarship to students 

belonging to minority 

communities 

[in news: Student 

Module of the Online 

Scholarship Management 

System ] 

• to pursue 

professional and technical 

courses 

• 20000 

scholarships (Based on 

the state-wise population) 

• (annual 

family income- 2.5 Lakh) 

  

41,056 

(19,518-fresh 

and 21,538-

renewals ) 

(34.29% girls) 

2007-

08 

1,20,491 20,000 

  

� All three schemes are part of Prime Minister’s New 15 Point Programme for the Welfare of Minorities. 

� As per the general guidelines for the Post-matric Scholarship Scheme, 30% Scholarships are reserved for the 

girl students.  

Union HRD Minister Chairs first Meeting of National Mission of RMSA 

 

Background: 

Rashtriya Madhyamik Shiksha Abhiyan (RMSA) 

The programme was launched in March, 2009 as part of the Central Government’s commitment to make secondary 

education of good quality available, accessible and affordable to all young persons. 

The objective of the Scheme is:  

• to achieve a General Enrolment Ratio (GER) of 75% for classes IX-X within 5 years by providing a secondary school 

within a reasonable distance of every habitation;  

• to improve quality of education imparted at secondary level through making all secondary schools conform to 

prescribed norms;  

• to remove gender, socio-economic and disability barriers, Universal access to secondary level education by 2017, 

i.e. by the end of 12th Five Year Plan and Universal retention by 2020.  
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Funding: As regards the Financing pattern and fund flow, Union Government shall bear 75% of the project 

expenditure during the 11th Five Year Plan, with 25% of the cost to be borne by State Governments. Sharing pattern 

will be 50:50 for the 12th five year plan. For both the 11th and 12th Plans, funding pattern will be 90:10 for North 

Eastern States. 

Scheme for National Rollout of e-District Mission Mode Project 

  

Scheme of National Rollout of e-District Mission Mode Project  to be implemented in all 640 districts (including the 

41 districts where e-District Pilot Projects have already been initiated) of the country for a period of 4 years. 

  

Background 

  

� National e Governance Plan (NeGP) was approved by the Government in May 2006, with the following 

vision: "Make all Government Services accessible to the common man in his locality, through common 

service delivery outlets and ensure efficiency, transparency and reliability of such services at affordable 

costs to realize the basic needs of the common man". 

� To realize this vision, 27 Central, State and Integrated Mission Mode projects (MMPs) along with 8 support 

components were identified and approved under NeGP. States have the flexibility to identify upto 5 

additional state-specific projects, which are particularly relevant for the economic development of the State. 

NeGP also envisages creation of the core IT infrastructure in the form of State Wide Area Networks 

(SWANs), State Data Centres (SDCs) State Service Delivery Gateways (SSDGs) and one lakh Front Ends 

namely Common Services Centres (CSCs), in rural areas across the country to deliver public services 

electronically. 

� e-District is one of the 27 MMPs under NeGP, with the Department of Information Technology (DIT), 

Government of India as the nodal Department, to be implemented by State Government or their designated 

agencies. The MMP aims at electronic delivery of identified high volume citizen centric services, at such 

district and sub-district level, which are not part of any other MMP. 

� The estimated total project cost for the nation-wide rollout of e-District MMP is Rs 1663.08 crore, out of 

which Government of India's share is estimated to be Rs 1233.08 crore and States' share Rs 430 crore. 

� Citizens will be able to access Government to Citizen (G2C) services close to their houses through Common 

Service Centers (CSCs) in an integrated manner. Service delivery of G2C services will be responsive, 

transparent and accountable at Districts and Sub-District offices. 

� Citizens will have to travel less distance, make less trips to Government offices and also will have to wait for 

much less time to get these services delivered to them. Citizen will also be able to track on line the progress 

of the application/request. 

� Offices and Sub-Offices of district administration will get modernized and Government processes automated 

which will ultimately empower the citizens.  

� [in news: The Cabinet Committee on Infrastructure has approved the project] 

Iron fortified Iodized Salt to be Promoted to battle Malnutrition in the Country 

[A meeting was held in the Prime Minister's Office] 

The following points were noted and discussed : 

i. The prevalence of anaemia in majority of India’s population, particularly among adolescent girls, women and 

children, is a major public health challenge and it should be tackled urgently. Anaemia is caused by inadequate 

intake and poor absorption of iron. Anaemia can be prevented and cured by promoting consumption of iron rich 

foods and iron supplements. One cost effective way of increasing the intake of iron is fortification of salt with iron 

in addition to iodine. 

  

ii. The National Institute of Nutrition, Hyderabad, has developed technologies for the double fortification of salt 

with iodine and iron. The Ministry of Health & Family Welfare has issued gazette notification prescribing the legal 
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standard for double fortified salt. The NIN has also shared the technology with some of the salt manufacturers by 

signing MoU with them. 

  

iii. Before moving towards mandatory double fortification of salt, which is a desirable goal to aspire for in future, 

Government, may promote the consumption and production of DFS through effective communication campaign, 

mandating its use in Government sponsored food and nutrition programmes like ICDS, Mid-day-Meals, etc., and by 

supplying DFS through the Public Distribution System. The Government could also encourage salt manufacturers to 

invest in technology by making a clear policy statement about the Government’s intent of promoting the use of DFS. 

  

Actions on the following lines were agreed upon: 

  

a) To begin with, Ministries dealing with food and nutrition programmes like ICDS and Midday Meal Programme will 

make the use of iron fortified iodized salt (double fortified salt) mandatory in those programmes, in an appropriate 

manner; 

  

b) The Dept. of Food & Public Distribution will examine the possibility of supplying DFS through the PDS; 

  

c) A major mass media campaign will be taken up to promote the use of iron fortified iodized salt (DFS) by the 

Ministries of Women and Child Development and Health & Family Welfare; 

  

d) The communication campaign and the decision to use DFS in Government programmes needs to be associated 

with efforts to increase the supply of DFS in the country. The Department of Industrial Policy & Promotion will work 

with the private industry and cooperatives to promote manufacture of iron fortified iodized salt (DFS). The 

Department will also explore the possibility of taking up a scheme to promote capital investment and technology 

upgradation so that the installed capacity for producing iron fortified iodized salt (DFS) in the country is substantially 

stepped up. 

  

e) The Departments of Health and Family Welfare and Health Research under the Ministry of Health and Family 

Welfare will take necessary measures for promoting the use of DFS in the country, including advising the Ministries 

of Women and Child Development, Human Resource Development and Consumer Affairs, Food and Public 

Distribution on use of DFS in Government programmes. 

 

[The Hindu: Double fortified salt mandatory in midday meal] 

Setting up of National Mission for Electric Mobility 

� The Cabinet approved a proposal for setting up a council to promote electric mobility and manufacture of 

electric vehicles. The National Council for Electric Mobility (NCEM) will be the apex body in the Union 

government for making recommendations in these matters. 

� The meeting also cleared the setting up of a National Board for Electric Mobility (NBEM) under the 

Department of Heavy Industries and Public Enterprises. The National Automotive Board (NAB) after its 

formation will be the technical adviser and secretariat for both the NCEM and the NBEM. 

� The government is taking up promotion and manufacturing of electric vehicles in mission mode: ‘National 

Mission for Electric Mobility.' 

� “As a first step, an enabling, empowered, fast decision and policy making structure at the apex level in the 

form of the NCEM and the NBEM is being set up. The NCEM will comprise Ministers from the key Central 

Ministries and departments, eminent representatives from industry and the academia, and will be chaired 

by the Minister [Heavy Industries & Public Enterprises].” 

� The NCEM will be aided by the 25-member NBEM, comprising the Secretaries of stakeholder Central 

Ministries and departments with representation from industry and the academia.  
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� Background : 

 

� In wake of the fast dwindling petroleum resources, growing concerns on the impact of vehicles on the 

environment and climate change; the automobile industry worldwide is gradually shifting to more efficient 

drive technologies and alternative fuels including electric vehicles. Accordingly, world over major 

investments, incentives and policies are being introduced to propagate the development, adoption of 

electric vehicles (EV) and their manufacturing. 

� At present, the barriers to greater adoption of Electric Vehicles (EVs) include higher cost of EVs, challenges in 

battery technology, limited range of EVs, lack of infrastructure, consumer mindset and inadequate 

government support. 

Black Carbon Research Initiative launched under National Carbonaceous Aerosols Programme (NCAP) 

'Black Carbon Research Initiative - Science Plan’ of the National Carbonaceous Aerosols Programme being devised 

under the aegis of the Indian Network of Climate Change Assessment (INCCA) that was launched last year. The issue 

of ‘black carbon’ and its relationship with climate change has gained enormous scientific and popular interest over 

the last few years. 

  

The knowledge and understanding on aspects such as vertical distribution and mixing of Black Carbon with other 

aerosols, effects of cloud cover and monsoon still remains uncertain and incomplete. There is thus a need to have 

better understanding on the following science questions: 

 

� The contribution of black carbon aerosols to regional warming. 

� Role of black carbon on atmospheric stability and the consequent effect on cloud formation and monsoon. 

� Role of black carbon in altering the ability of hygroscopic aerosols to act as cloud condensation nuclei. 

� Role of BC-Induced low-level temperature inversions and their role in formation of fog especially over 

northern India. 

� Role of black carbon on Himalayan glacier retreat. 

  

The Black Carbon research initiative builds on this approach and sets out the science program and to respond to 

the scientific questions. The science plan has been developed through an intensive consultative process and with 

the involvement of experts in the subject and builds upon the work of ISRO, MoES and other experts. The 

initiative is visualised as an ambitious programme with the involvement of over 101 institutions with 60 

observatories nationwide. The study would lead to: 

  

� Long-term monitoring of aerosols 

� Monitoring of impact of BC on snow and 

� Estimating magnitude of BC sources using inventory (bottom-up) and inverse modelling (top-down) 

approaches, 

� Modelling BC atmospheric transport and climate impact. 

  

INCCA 

� Network for Climate Change Assessment (INCCA) was launched in October 2009.  

� It is a network of over 125 R&D institutions countrywide  to publish peer-reviewed findings on climate 

change in India.. 

� Under the aegis of INCCA, two national level assessments have already been published, one in May 2010 on 

Greenhouse Gas Emissions 2007 and the other, a 4x4 Climate Change Impact Assessment in November 

2010, for 4 climate sensitive regions of India for 4 sectors – Agriculture, Water, Forests and Health.  

  

Aerosols 

Aerosols  are  suspended  particulates  in  the  atmosphere and  have  implications  for  climate   and   health  
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through different mechanisms. Several studies have suggested that aerosols may be  mitigating global warming 

by increasing the  planetary albedo, although the sign and magnitude  of aerosol effects on climate are still 

uncertain as outlined in the Intergovernmental  Panel  on  Climate  Change  (IPCC) reports.  

  

Black carbon 

Black carbon (BC) is the result of incomplete  combustion of fossil fuels, biofuel, and biomass. It consists of 

elemental carbon in several forms. Black carbon warms the atmosphere due to its absorption and by reducing 

albedo when deposited on snow and ice. Life time of black carbon in the atmosphere is only a few days to weeks 

compared to CO , which has an atmospheric lifetime of more than 100 years. 

  

In addition to exerting its own radiative impact, black carbon aerosol can substantially  contaminate  other  

aerosol  species,  thereby altering the radiative properties of the entire aerosol system and in fact their ability to 

act as cloud condensation nuclei. 

  

Green India Mission(GIM) 

� The National Mission for a Green India is one of the eight Missions under the National Action Plan on 

Climate Change (NAPCC) 

� The target is to increase 5m ha of forest and non-forest land and improve quality of forest cover on another 

5m ha of non-forest lands. Over next ten years it will be 10 m ha. 

PROGRESS Under PMEYSA 

� Panchayat Mahila Evam Yuva Shakti Abhiyan (PMEYSA) was launched in the year 2007. The Scheme has two 

components namely, Panchayat Mahila Shakti Abhiyan and Panchayat Yuva Shakti Abhiyan.  

� Aims of PMEYSA are to organize the Elected Women Representatives (EWRs) in a network and through 

group action to empower themselves, so that both their participation and representation on local 

governance issues improves. 
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REPORTS  

International 

Gallup's 2010 global well-being surveys: India placed 71  

� The surveys asked people to rate themselves on a ladder with steps labelled 0 to 10. 

� People who rate their current lives a 7 or higher and say they expect their lives in five years to be an 8 or 

higher are considered to be thriving. 

� Those who rate their lives between 4 or less are considered "suffering", while "struggling" respondents fall 

between the two groups. 

� majority of Indians (64 per cent) believe they are "struggling" while 19 per cent think they are "suffering". 

� Denmark-1 

� Bangladesh-89 

� Sri Lanka-114 

National 

Declare Higher Education as a National Mission for the Next Decade: SAC-PM 

� submitted a 10-point checklist covering various issues.  

� The council suggested reviewing the system of final, entrance, qualifying and selection examinations.  

� The council said students suffer so much in an effort to succeed in these entrance examinations, that they 

lose the excitement in education itself during the process. 

 

� Background: 

� 28-member Scientific Advisory Council to the Prime Minister (SAC-PM) headed by chemical scientist, C.N.R. 

Rao was constituted in 2005. 
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SUMMITS / CONFERRENCE  

 

2011 BRICS summit 

Place: Sanya on the island of Hainan, China 

Date: 14 April 2011 

BRIC to BRICS: Following a meeting in Brasilia in 2010, to which South Africa was invited as a guest, the group 

invited South Africa to join as a full member in 2011 and the group formerly called BRIC officially became BRICS. 

Theme:  "Broad Vision, Shared Prosperity." 

Outcome: 

� China was lobbied by the other leaders to import not only commodities but also value added products and 

other commodities such as oil, soybeans and iron ore. 

� Brazil and India also pressed China to buy such goods as Brazilian aircraft and Indian pharmaceuticals; the 

two states also complained about the artificially undervalued yuan that they claimed was undermining their 

exports. 

� All five countries also called for an early conclusion to deadlocked talks an anti-terror law under UN auspices 

that would curtail funding for illegal groups that partake in violence against states and deny their supporters 

access to funds, arms, and safe havens.  

� All BRICS countries called for "comprehensive reform of the UN, including its Security Council." 

� China said it would endorse the aspirations of India, Brazil and South Africa for permanent membership of 

the UNSC. 

� Coincidentally, the five countries are all now members of the Security Council, China and Russia as 

permanent members and the other three non-permanent. 

� The 5 BRICS countries will henceforth give credits to one another in their national currencies solely. 

� The leaders of BRICS states expressed misgivings about NATO air strikes and urged an end to the two-month 

conflict in Libya. 

  

Background: 

Summit Participant         Date         Host country         Host leader         Location 

1st         BRIC         June 16, 2009         Russia         Dmitry Medvedev         Yekaterinburg 

2nd         BRIC         April 16, 2010         Brazil         Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva         Brasília 

3rd         BRICS         April 14, 2011         China         Hu Jintao                         Sanya 

4th*      BRICS         2012                        India         Manmohan Singh         New Delhi 

  

International Renewable Energy agency-IRENA meeting 

� Held at Abu Dhabi, UAE (interim headquarter of the agency) 

� The world’s first intergovernmental agency on renewable agency was established in 2009 with the main 

objective of fostering international cooperation and promoting international understanding on renewable 

energy.  

� India has been associated with the formation of IRENA from the beginning and was among the first 25 

countries to ratify its statute. 

� Its statute entered into force on 8 July 2010. 

� To Date 148 states and the European Union signed the Statute of the Agency. 

� On 4 April 2011, Adnan Amin was sworn in as the first Director-General. 

 Related info: 

� India today stands among the top five countries of the world in terms of renewable energy capacity with 

an installed base of over 19000 MW of grid interactive renewable power which is around 11% of our total 

installed capacity.  

� In addition, it adds about 2500 MW of renewable power annually 
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Fourth Ministerial Consultation of Colombo Process  

� Held in Dhaka 

 

      Background: 

� The Colombo Process is a Regional Consultative Process on the management of overseas employment and 

contractual labour for countries of origins in Asia.  

� According to best estimates, over 2.5 million Asian workers leave their countries every year under contract 

to work abroad. 

� The ten initial participating states - Bangladesh, China, India, Indonesia, Nepal, Pakistan, the Philippines, Sri 

Lanka, Thailand and Vietnam - made recommendations for the effective management of overseas 

employment programmes and agreed to regular follow-up meetings.  

1st  2003- Colombo, Sri Lanka 

2nd 2004- Manila, Philippines 

3rd 3005-Bali, Indonesia  
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NATIONAL NEWS 
 

Polity and Governance 

National Panchayat Diwas (24th April) 

�  why: function organised to mark the enactment of the Constitution (73rd Amendment) Act, 1992 from 24th 

April, 1993 which institutionalized Panchayati Raj through the Village, Intermediate and District levels 

Panchayats.  

� Theme: “Roadmap for the Panchayati Raj (2011-16) : An All India Perspective with focus on Gram Sabha" 

� the  Ministry of Panchayati Raj  had  observed the “Year of the Gram Sabha”  , from 2nd October 2009 to 

2nd October 2010.  

Cease Fire Agreement with NSCN (K) Extended by One Year  

A Ceasefire is in operation between Government of India and National Socialist Council of Nagaland (Khaplang) 

(NSCN/K) since 28.04.2001. 

Assam Rifles Celebrates 176th Anniversary 

� Started: 1835  as ‘Cachar Levy’  

� Assam Rifles is the only para-military force to have taken part in both the World Wars and all operations in 

Independent India 

Commission for Scientific and Technical Terminology Commemorates Golden Jubilee Celebration 

Commission for Scientific and Technical Terminology was set up on 1st October, 1961 by a resolution of Government 

of India, Ministry of Education 

Vice President Dwelt Upon the Working of Three Language Formula in the Country 

while in the non-Hindi speaking States, students learn Hindi either a second or third language, the same is not 

happening in Hindi speaking States.  

  

Background:  

Three Language Formula  

� This Formula as enunciated in the National Policy Resolution of 1968 and reiterated in the National Policy on 

Education 1986 provides Hindi, English and modern Indian language (preferably one of the southern 

languages) in the Hindi speaking states and Hindi, English and the Regional language in the non-Hindi 

speaking States. 

� But most of the north Indian states selected Sanskrit as third language.  

MPLAD Scheme 

 Increase in Allocation under MPLAD Scheme from Rs.2 Crore to Rs.5 Crore Per Member. 

Note: The nodal ministry for MPLAD scheme is ministry of statistics and programme implementation. 

UPSC 

UPSC and Canada Public Service Commission Sign MoU to Promote Best Practices 

Defence 

 Territorial Army  

� It is an organization of volunteers who receive military training for a few days in a year so that in case of an 

emergency they can be mobilized for the defence of the country. 

� It is a second line of defense after the Regular Indian Army; the Indian Territorial Army is not a profession, 

occupation or a source of employment. It is only meant for those people who are already in mainstay civilian 
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professions, in fact, gainful employment or self-employment in a civil profession is a pre-requisite for joining 

the Territorial Army. 

� The Territorial Army was raised by the Britishers in 1920 through Indian Territorial Act of 1920. 

�  After Independence Territorial Army Act was passed in 1948 and the Territorial Army was formally 

inaugurated by the first Indian Governor General Shri C Rajagopalachari on 09 Oct 1949.  

� Over the past few years, actor Mohanlal and the former India cricket captain, Kapil Dev, were granted 

honorary rank of Lieutenant Colonel in the Territorial Army while the Indian Air Force accorded honorary 

rank of Group Captain to Sachin Tendulkar last year. 

  

In news: Indian cricket captain Mahendra Singh Dhoni would soon become the latest high profile celebrity to get 

an honorary commission in the Territorial Army. 

 ‘Hall of Fame’ of US Army War College 

General VK Singh becomes the first Indian Officer to be inducted into the ‘Hall of Fame’ of US Army War College, 

Carlisle, USA, on 11 Mar 2011. This distinction is extended by the US Army, to all officers from friendly foreign 

countries, who rise to the post of ‘Chief’ of their respective Armies, after attending the coveted Course at US 

Army War College.  

Armed Forces Tribunal 

� Armed Forces Tribunal has been established with its Principal Bench at Delhi and Regional Benches at seven 

locations, namely, Jaipur, Chandigarh, Lucknow, Guwahati, Kolkata, Chennai and Kochi. It has also been 

decided to set up another Bench at Mumbai.  

� The provision for Circuit Benches in the scheme of AFT is expected to take care of any problems relating to 

accessibility of the Tribunals to the Servicemen and Ex-servicemen. 

Miscellaneous  

Government Issues Notification to Constitute a Joint Drafting Committee to Prepare Draft Lok Pal Bill 

The Joint Drafting Committee shall consist of Five nominee Ministers of the Government of India and Five 

nominees of Shri Anna Hazare (including himself). 

The five nominee Ministers of the Government of India are as under:- 

(i)              Shri Pranab Mukherjee,(Chairperson ) 

Union Minister of Finance. 

(ii)           Shri P. Chidambaram, 

Union Minister of Home Affairs.(Convenor ) 

(iii)         Dr Veerappa Moily,  

Union Minister of Law and Justice. 

(iv)         Shri Kapil Sibal, 

Union Minister of Human Resource and Development and  

Minister of Communication and Information Technology 

(v)           Shri Salman Khursheed, 

Union Minister of Water Resources and  

Minister of Minority Affairs 

The five nominees of Shri Anna Hazare  (including himself) are as under:- 

(i)                  Shri Anna Hazare 

(ii)                Shri Justice N. Santosh Hedge 

(iii)               Shri Shanti Bhushan, Senior Advocate (Co-Chairperson ) 

(iv)              Shri Prashant Bhushan, Advocate 

(v)                Shri Arvind Kejriwal. 

  

Committee shall evolve its own procedure to prepare draft. 
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Committee shall complete its work latest by 30th June, 2011. 

  

Background: 

� The Lokpal Bill provides for filing complaints of corruption against the prime minister, other ministers, and 

MPs with the ombudsman.  

� The First Administrative Reforms Commission (ARC)(initially Chaired by Morarji R Desai, MP, and later on 

K.Hanumanthaiah) while recommending the constitution of Lokpal was convinced that such an institution 

was justified not only for removing the sense of injustice from the minds of adversely affected citizens but 

also necessary to instill public confidence in the efficiency of administrative machinery.  

� Following this, the Lokpal Bill was for the first time presented during the fourth Lok Sabha in 1968, and was 

passed there in 1969. 

� However, while it was pending in the Rajya Sabha, the Lok Sabha was dissolved so the bill was not passed at 

that time. 

�  The bill was revived in 1971, 1977, 1985, 1989, 1996, 1998, 2001, 2005 and most recently in 2008.  

  

Attempt by different governments: 

� There were two attempts by Mrs. Indira Gandhi to bring this bill into law in 1968 and 1971. They met 

failures due to dissolution of Lok Sabha two times. 

� In 1977, there was an attempt by Morarji Desai to fructify the law which was not done due to dissolution of 

Lok Sabha. 

� This time Rajiv Gandhi had taken initiative for this bill in 1985. Again the same issue of dissolution haunted. 

� In 1989, V.P. Singh had proposed the bill but later taken back. 

� In 1996, Deve Gowda government had taken the issue and no decision was taken until dissolution of Lok 

Sabha. 

� In 1998 and 2001, A.B. Vajpayee had taken the issue of Lokpal, but the situation was not changed. 

� There were two attempts by Congress government in 2005 and 2008. 

 

� Each time, after the bill was introduced to the house, it was referred to some committee for improvements - 

a joint committee of parliament, or a departmental standing committee of the Home Ministry - and before 

the government could take a final stand on the issue the house was dissolved.  

� Several flaws have been cited in the recent draft of the Lokpal Bill. 

� Meanwhile the activists of India Against Corruption (IAC) have prepared a draft for the bill called Jan Lokpal 

Bill. 

  

Jan lokpal Bill vs Govt's Lokpal Bill 

1. The government Bill provides for nothing to recover ill-gotten wealth. A corrupt politician or bureaucrat can 

come out of jail and enjoy the money. The Jan Lokpal Bill seeks to recover from the accused the loss caused to 

the government due to corruption. It also increases punishment for the corrupt from a minimum of six months 

and a maximum of seven years to a minimum of five years and a maximum of life imprisonment. 

2. The Jan Lokpal Bill seeks to empower the Lokpal to initiate probe suo motu and directly entertain public 

complaints. The government Bill requires complaints to be routed through the Speaker and the Rajya Sabha 

Chairperson. 

3. The government Bill makes the Lokpal only an advisory body, vesting powers in the Prime Minister for action 

on its reports against cabinet ministers and in Parliament for action against the Prime Minister and MPs. The Jan 

Lokpal Bill gives the Lokpal powers to initiate prosecution after completing investigations. It also gives the Lokpal 

police powers to register FIRs, proceed with criminal investigations and launch prosecution. 

4. It would be impossible for the Prime Minister to act against a cabinet minister on the basis of the Lokpal's 

report due to the compulsion of coalition politics. It gives the example of former telecom minister A Raja. 

5. The Jan Lokpal Bill proposes merger of the Central Vigilance Commission with a part of the Central Bureau of 

Investigation (CBI) to create a single point of investigation in cases of corruption. The government Bill proposes to 
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take away powers from the CBI to investigate politicians, thereby insulating them from investigations. 

6. The government Bill gives power to the Lokpal to send to jail through summary trial anybody filing false and 

frivolous complaints, but it does not give the Lokpal power to send corrupt politicians to jail. 

7. The government Bill proposes that all three Lokpal members should be retired judges, which could make 

retiring judges vulnerable to government influence just before retirement. 

8. The government Bill proposes to have the Vice-President, the Prime Minister, leaders of both houses of 

Parliament, leaders of the Opposition in both houses, law minister and home minister in the selection panel for 

the Lokpal member. Barring the first one, the rest are politicians whose offices the Lokpal can investigate for 

corruption. Also, the committee will have a majority members from the ruling party or coalition. 

9. Civil society has suggested that the committee consist of members with judicial background, the Chief Election 

Commissioner, the Comptroller and Auditor General and international awardees, like Nobel and Magsaysay 

awardees, of Indian origin. 

10. It would become impossible for the Lokpal to investigate a case like the Bofors scam if the government Bill is 

enacted, as it proposes that the Lokpal will have no powers to probe a case against the Prime Minister, if the case 

deals with foreign affairs, security and defence. 

11. The government Bill prescribes a time limit of six months to a year for the Lokpal to complete the inquiry. 

There is no time limit suggested for the completion of trial. The Jan Lokpal Bill, however, proposes that the 

investigations be completed within a year and the trial be over within the next year. 

12. The government Bill gives no powers to the Lokpal to provide protection to those exposing political 

corruption, while the Jan Lokpal Bill empowers the Lokpal to provide protection to whistleblowers. 

  

Silver Jubilee Function of NCB  

The Narcotics Control Bureau was constituted by the Government on 17th March, 1986. It takes measures, among 

others, to prevent illicit traffic in narcotic drugs and psycotropic substances. 

Economic and Social Development 

Poverty rate declines from 37.2% to 32% 

Year Poverty 

2009-10 32% 

2004-5 37.2 

By: preliminary data worked out by the Planning Commission member Abhijit Sen 

Based on: based on the formula suggested by the Tendulkar Committee 

  

The Tendulkar Committee had suggested that poverty be estimated on the basis of consumption based on the 

cost of living index instead of caloric intake. It said that the basket of goods should also include services such as 

health and education. The new poverty line, as suggested by the Tendulkar Committee, is different for rich and 

poor States, and for rural and urban areas within a State. 

  

Background: 

Expert Groups for Estimating Poverty and BPL Families 

I. Tendulkar Committee Report to Review the Methodology for Estimation of Poverty 

The Planning Commission constituted an Expert Group in December 2005 under the chairmanship of Professor 

Suresh D. Tendulkar to review the methodology for estimation of poverty. The Expert Group submitted its report 

in December 2009. While acknowledging the multidimensional nature of poverty, the Expert Group 

recommended moving away from anchoring poverty lines to the calorie - intake norm to adopting MRP based 

estimates of consumption expenditure as the basis for future poverty lines and MRP equivalent of the urban 
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poverty line basket (PLB) corresponding to 25.7per cent urban headcount ratio as the new reference PLB for rural 

areas. On the basis of the above methodology, the all-India rural poverty headcount ratio for 2004-05 was 

estimated at 41.8 per cent, urban at 25.7 per cent, and all-India at 37.2 per cent. It may, however, be mentioned 

that the Tendulkar Committee's estimates are not strictly comparable to the official poverty estimates because of 

different methodologies. The relevant estimates for 1993-94 and 2004-05 are shown in the Table. 

  

     Poverty Ratios 

  

    1993-94       2004-05   

Year Rural Urban Total   Rural Urban Total 

Planning Commission 

(URP) 

37.3 32.4 36.0   28.3 25.7 27.5 

Tendulkar Estimates 
(2004-05) (MRP) 

  

50.1 

  

31.8 

  

45.3 

    

41.8 

  

25.7 

  

37.2 

 

As has been indicated in the Mid Term Appraisal of the Eleventh Five Year Plan, the revised poverty lines for 

2004-05 as recommended by the Tendulkar Committee have been accepted by the Planning Commission. The 

Tendulkar Committee has specifically pointed out that the upward revision in the percentage of rural poverty in 

2004-05, resulting from the application of a new rural poverty line should not be interpreted as implying that the 

extent of poverty has increased over time. These estimates, as reported by the Committee, clearly show that 

whether we use the old method or the new, the percentage of BPL population has declined by about the same 

magnitude. 

 

II. Saxena Committee Report to Review the Methodology for Conducting BPL Census in Rural Areas 

An Expert Group headed by Dr N.C. Saxena was constituted by the Ministry of Rural Development to recommend 

a suitable methodology for identification of BPL families in rural areas. The Expert Group submitted its report in 

August 

2009 and recommended doing away with score-based ranking of rural households followed for the BPL census 

2002. The Committee has recommended automatic exclusion of some privileged sections and automatic inclusion 

of certain deprived and vulnerable sections of society, and a survey for the remaining population to rank them on 

a scale of 10. 

 

Automatic Exclusion 

Households that fulfil any of the following conditions will not be surveyed for BPL census: 

 

�  Families who own double the land of the district average of agricultural land per agricultural household if 

partially or wholly irrigated (three times if completely unirrigated). 

�  Families that have three or four wheeled motorized vehicles, such as, jeeps and SUVs. 

�  Families that have at least one mechanized farm equipment, such as, tractors, power tillers, threshers, and 

harvesters. 

�  Families that have any person who is drawing a salary of over ` 10,000 per month in a non-government/ 

private organization or is employed in government on a regular basis with pensionary or equivalent benefits. 

�  Income tax payers. 

Automatic Inclusion 

The following would be compulsorily included in the BPL list: 

� Designated primitive tribal groups. 

� Designated most discriminated against SC groups, called Maha Dalit groups. 
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� Single women-headed households. 

� Households with a disabled person as breadwinner. 

� Households headed by a minor. 

� Destitute households which are dependent predominantly on alms for survival. 

� Homeless households. 

� Households that have a bonded labourer as member. 

Survey of the remaining rural households is to be conducted and scores given depending upon the different 

socio-economic parameters recommended by the committee. The Ministry of Rural Development is in the 

process of conducting the pilot studies and participatory rural appraisal (PRA) exercises to fine tune the 

methodology. 

 

III. Expert Group (S.R. Hashim Committee) on the Methodology for Identification of BPL Families in Urban 

Areas. 

The Ministry of Housing and Urban Poverty Alleviation (HUPA) is the nodal Ministry for issue of guidelines to 

identify BPL families in urban areas. Till now, no uniform methodology was being followed by the States/UTs to 

identify the urban poor. An Expert Group under the Chairmanship of Professor S.R. Hashim has been constituted 

by the Planning Commission to recommend the methodology for identification of BPL families in urban areas. The 

Expert Group is expected to submit its report shortly. 

  

Constitution of a National Data Bank 

The Government has said that one of its decisions on the follow-up action on the recommendations of the Sachar 

Committee was to set up a National Data Bank (NDB). A National Data Bank, to compile data on the various socio-

economic and basic amenities parameters for socio-religious communities, has been set up in the Ministry of 

Statistics and Programme Implementation. 

 

NFLMW 

� With effect from 1.4.2011 the National Floor Level Minimum Wage(NFLMW )is raised to Rs.115/- per day. 

� In order to have a uniform wage structure and to reduce the disparity in minimum wages across the country, 

the concept of National Floor Level Minimum Wage (NFLMW) was mooted.  

� The NFLMW per day has been revised from time to time primarily taking into account the increase in the 

Consumer Price Index Number for Industrial Workers. 

� Since the NFLMW is a non-statutory measure, the State Governments are persuaded to fix/revise minimum 

wages in such a way that in none of the scheduled employments, the minimum wage is less than NFLMW. 

� The last time NFLMW revised was on November 1, 2009. It moved up by Rs.20 per day to Rs.100 from Rs.80 

then.  

 

Packages for Development of North Eastern States 

Government has announced a number of special packages/programmes for the socio-economic development of 

the North East Region with a major emphasis on improving infrastructure, including connectivity. 

major programmes include the following:- 

� Special Accelerated Road Development Programme 

� Extension of rail network 

� BTC(Bodo Territorial Council) Package 

� Socio-economic Infrastructure Development Fund (SIDF) 

� Non-lapsable Central Pool of Resources 

� Other NEC(North Eastern Council) efforts 
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Indian Geographical/Cultural/other Issues 

AERB Reviews Safety in Indian Nuclear Power Plants  

In India, out of 20 reactors (19 are in operation), only two units namely Tarapur 1&2 are Boiling Water Reactors 

(BWRs) similar to ones at Fukushima, Japan. All the reactors in India are designed to withstand the effects of 

earthquake and tsunami of specific magnitudes, which are decided, based on conservative criteria.  

GeographicalGeographicalGeographicalGeographical    

Census 2011(provisional data) highlights 

� The population of the country is 1210.19 million of which 623.7 million (51.54%) are males and 586.46 

million (48.46%) are females.  

� The population of India has increased by more than 181 million during the decade 2001-2011 -- almost as 

much as the population of Brazil, the fifth-most populous nation. 

� The absolute addition is slightly lower than the population of Brazil, the fifth most populous country in the 

world. 

� The country now accounts for 17.5% of the world's population, equal to the combined headcount of the US, 

Indonesia, Brazil, Pakistan, Bangladesh & Japan(1214.3 million).  

� Percentage growth in 2001-2011 is 17.64; males 17.19 and females 18.12.  

� 2001-2011 is the first decade (with the exception of 1911-1921) which has actually added lesser 

population compared to the previous decade.  

� The percentage decadal growth during 2001-2011 has registered the sharpest decline since Independence - 

a decrease of 

� 3.90 percentage points from 21.54 to 17.64 percent 

 

� Uttar Pradesh (199.5 million) is the most populous State in the country(- population is more than the 

population of Brazil) followed by Maharashtra with 112 million(Uttar Pradesh and Maharashtra (312 

million), is        greater than the population of USA).  

� The total number of children in the age-group 0-6 is 158.8 million (-5 million since 2001)  

� Population (0-6 years) 2001-2011 registered minus (-)3.08 percent growth with minus (-)2.42 for males and -

3.80 for females.  

� The proportion of Child Population in the age group of 0-6 years to total population is 13.1 percent while the 

corresponding figure in 2001 was 15.9 percent. The decline has been to the extent of 2.8 points.  

� Overall sex ratio at the national level has increased by 7 points to reach 940 at Census 2011 as against 933 in 

Census 2001. This is the highest sex ratio recorded since Census 1971 and a shade lower than 1961. Increase 

in sex ratio is observed in 29 States/UTs.  

� Three major States (J&K, Bihar & Gujarat) have shown decline in sex ratio as compared to Census 2001.  

� Kerala with 1084 has the highest sex ratio followed by Puducherry with 1038, Daman & Diu has the lowest 

sex ratio of 618.  

� Literacy rate has gone up from 64.83 per cent in 2001 to 74.04 per cent in 2011 showing an increase of 9.21 

percentage points.  

� Percentage growth in literacy during 2001-2011 is 38.82; males : 31.98% & females : 49.10%.  

� Literates constitute 74 per cent of the total population aged seven and above and illiterates form 26 per 

cent.  

 

     Background: 

� Provisional Population is arrived at by adding the Population as reported by each Enumerator for the 

Enumeration Block assigned to her/him 

� There could be errors in addition or there could be cases of omission/ duplication of Enumeration Blocks 
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Top 5 

States 

provisional data  2001   

  

  

Bottom 5 

States 

provisional data 2011 

Uttar Pradesh 19,95,81,477 
No 

change Lakshadweep 

  

64,429 

No change 

Maharashtra 
 11,23,72,972  No change 

Daman & Diu 
 2,42,911 No change 

  

Bihar 

  

10,38,04,637 

 No change   

D. & N. Haveli 

  

3,42,853 

No change 

  

West Bengal 

  

9,13,47,736 

 No change   

A. & N. Islands 

  

3,79,944 

No change 

  

Andhra Pradesh 

  

8,46,65,533 

 No change   

Sikkim 

  

6,07,688 

No change 

  

  

  

 Top 2 Districts     provisional data Bottom 2 Districts provisional data 

Thane 

(Maharashtra) 

1,10,54,131     Dibang Valley 

(Arunachal Pradesh) 

7,948 

North Twenty Four 

Parganas 

(West Bengal) 

1,00,82,852 Anjaw 

(Arunachal Pradesh) 

21,089 

  

  

New Categories for Census 2011 

A number of changes have been incorporated in Cenus 2011 for the better capturing and analysis of data. The 

details of the changes incorporated are given hereunder: 

1. Gender: New category “Other” introduced in addition to Male and Female. 

2. Date of Birth question introduced along with Age. 

3. Current Marital Status: Separate codes Assigned for Separated and Divorced. 

4. New filter Question on SC/ST Introduced – “Is this person SC/ST?” 

5. Disability: The question on disability canvassed at the Census 2001 has been modified. Household Schedule 

attempts to collect information on eight types of disabilities as against five included in the Household Schedule of 

Census of India 2001. The information is being collected on disabilities namely, disability ‘In Seeing’, ‘In Hearing’, ‘In 

Speech’, ‘In Movement’, ‘Mental retardation’, ‘Mental Illness’, ‘Any Other’ and ‘Multiple Disability’. 

6. Literacy Status for “Other” sex added in addition to existing Male and Female. 
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7. New Codes under Status of Attendance in Educational Institutions introduced for Not Attending viz., (i) Attended 

before and (ii) Never attended. 

8. Work: In the previous censuses, workers were categorized as ‘Main workers’ and ‘Marginal workers’. Those who 

worked for more than 6 months during last year were categorized as ‘Main workers’ whereas those who worked less 

than 6 months were categorized as ‘Marginal Workers’. At the Census 2011, for better capturing and analysis of 

Census data, ‘Marginal workers have been classified into two categories viz., (i) worked for 3 months or more but 

less than 6 months (ii) worked for less than 3 months. The definition of ‘Main worker’ remains the same. 

9. A separate code-5 has been included under Non-economic activity for rentiers. 

10. Migration – Provision to specify the present name of the Village/Town of the Birth Place as well as the Place of 

Last Residence introduced. 

11. Name of the Institutional Household is also being recorded. 

Study Regarding the Recent Changes Occurred in the Pattern of Weather 

Under the Global and Regional Climate Change (GRCC) programme of the Ministry of Earth Sciences during the XI 

plan, the Government has established a dedicated Centre for Climate Change Research (CCCR) under the Indian 

Institute of Tropical Meteorology (IITM), Pune. 

  

The primary focus and goal of the CCCR is to build a high resolution Earth System Model (ESM), which is a fully 

coupled atmosphere-ocean-land-biosphere-cryosphere dynamical model, required to address issues on attribution 

and projection of regional climate change; and provide reliable inputs for various multi-sector impact assessments 

studies. CCCR addresses the critical issues of science of regional climate change with particular emphasis on the 

variability of the South Asian monsoon system in the global warming environment.  

• World Meteorological Day-23-March 

• INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TROPICAL METEOROLOGY- PUNE 

Tiger Census-2010 

� population estimate 1706 (lower limit as 1571 and the upper limit at 1875). 

� grown 12 per cent in the last four years. 

� The estimate of 2006 shows lower limit at 1165 and upper limit at 1675. The population estimate for Tiger 

Census 2006 was total 1411. 

� Sunderbans was not surveyed in 2006 but is included in 2010 census. 

� Concern: Tiger occupancy areas shrunk from 9 million hectares to less than 7.5 million hectares over the last 

four years. 

� two States that have fared the worst in the census, with tiger populations falling to 213 in Madhya Pradesh 

and 65 in Andhra Pradesh. 

� The largest number of tigers lives in Karnataka – about 280. 

� close to 30% of the estimated tiger population, it is outside the 39 Tiger Reserves. 

� This monitoring exercise was carried out between December 2009 and December 2010.  

� The three phases of the tiger estimation procedure included   field data collected at the beat-level (i.e. the 

primary patrolling unit) by trained personnel using a standardised protocol in the first phase.   

� The second phase was analysis of habitat status of tiger forests using satellite data and the third phase dealt 

with camera trapping. It was the primary method used, where individual tigers were identified from 

photographs based on their unique stripe patterns. This information was analysed using a well established 

scientific framework.  

� Based on the tiger numbers recorded in sampled sites, an estimate for other contiguous tiger-occupied 

landscapes was made. 

� For this, additional information such as tiger signs, prey availability, habitat conditions and human 

disturbance was used.  

� New findings of 2010 national tiger assessment suggest that most tiger source sites continue to maintain 

viable tiger populations. Evidence of new areas populated by tigers, e.g. Kuno-Palpur Wildlife Sanctuary and 
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Shivpuri National Park in Madhya Pradesh 

  

 
  

Indian Railway 

Indian Railways has made the highest ever achievement in construction of new line and doubling projects in the 

financial year 2010-11. Railways has achieved the progress of construction of 709 kilometres of new lines in the year 

2010-11, against the annual average progress of 180 kilometres new lines since independence. The highest 

achievement in construction of new lines in one year has been 357 kilometres in the year 2008-09. 

Seismic Monitors to Study Earthquakes in Koyna Region/‘Deep Scientific Drilling to Study Reservoir Triggered 

Earthquakes at Koyna India 

� Efforts are underway to build a new scientific initiative especially to understand the seismic activity of Koyna 

region in more detail by drilling deep-bore holes below the ground to place a network of seismic sensors. 

For this purpose, MoU has been signed on 7th January, 2011 with German Research Centre for Geosciences 

(GFZ) on behalf of the International Continental Scientific Drilling Programme (ICDP) for an initial period of 5 

years. 

� Koyna is considered a “classical site' of Reservoir Triggered Seismicity (RTS). Earthquakes have been 

occurring since the impoundment of the reservoir in 1962, including the largest RTS event of M 6.3 on 

December 10, 1967. The RTS increased following the monsoon period and almost every year one or more 

earthquakes of magnitude above 4 have occurred. A deep borehole will provide direct observational data 

and contribute to earthquake hazard reduction. 

� although the Koyna region was located in ‘stable continental region,' earthquakes were taking place in a 

localised area. It was like a “mini-laboratory” for studying earthquakes and the results of the proposed 

project would be applicable in general to earthquakes because the “basic earthquake mechanism is the 

same. 

NDMA Felicitates NDRF Team for Commendable Work in Search & Rescue Operations in Japan 

The 46 member team of National Disaster Response Force (NDRF) under the leadership of Contingent Commander 

Shri Alok Avasthy, Commandant to conduct search & rescue operations in the aftermath of recent Earthquake and 

Tsunami in Japan, returned from Japan after a successful operation. This was the first ever overseas operation of a 
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NDRF Team since their operationalization in 2006. 

CulturalCulturalCulturalCultural    

National Archives of India 

National Archives of India completes 120 years of its establishment on 11 March 2011. 

  

Background: 

The National Archives of India (NAI) (External website that opens in a new window), New Delhi known until 

Independence as Imperial Record Department was originally established in Kolkata on 11 March 1891. It is the 

official custodian of all non-current record of permanent value to the Government of India and its predecessor 

bodies. It has a Regional Office at Bhopal and three Record Centres at Bhubaneswar, Jaipur and Pondicherry. 

  

National Museum of Performing Arts (NMPA) to be set up in Delhi 

� is an approved Plan activity of the Sangeet Natak Akademi.  

� The NMPA is also to host a National repository of Indian music.  

� While initially, the NMPA will operate out of the Akademi’s premises at Chanakyapuri, the Delhi 

Development Authority has been approached to allot 5 acres of land in Dwarka for a full fledged building for 

NMPA.  

Regional Centres of National School of Drama 

it has been proposed to open 5 Regional Schools/Centres of the National School of Drama across the country. The 

five locations identified for the setting up of these Schools/Centres are – (i) Bengaluru (upgradation of existing 

Regional Resource Centre), (ii) Kolkata, (iii) Maharashtra/Goa, (iv) Jammu & Kashmir and (v) North East.  

President Inaugurates "Prakriti" [National Festival of Tribal Dances] 

� Prakriti – the integrated event, is a joint initiative of the Ministry of Tribal Affairs, Tribal Co-operative 

Marketing Development Federation of India Limited (TRIFED) and the Ministry of Culture to present tribal 

art and culture in a holistic manne 

� Tribal Dances being presented in Prakriti give glimpses of various art forms. These include some of the well-

known tribal dances like Karma Dance, Uttar Pradesh; Bhagoriya, Navai, Korku and Gudum,Madhya Pradesh; 

Harul and Chholiya,Uttrakhand; Theyyam,Kerala; Lompi, Manipur; Vasava Holi, Rathwa ni Gair and Siddhi 

Dhamal, , Gujarat; Dhol and Chakri Gowri, Maharashtra; Gair Ghoura, Rajasthan; Lambadis and Gussadi, 

Andhra Pradesh; Gorwara dance of Karnataka; Parichakali, Lakshadweep; Kaksar, Chhttisgarh; Khariya, 

Jharkhand; Bardoi Sikhla, Assam; Santhali, West Bengal; Tamang Selo, Sikkim; Saura, Orissa; War, Manipur;. 

Jabro, Ladakh;. Cheraw, Mizoram; Aphilo Kiwo,Nagaland;.Wangala, Meghalaya and Hai-Hak, Tripura.  

President of India Greets his Holiness Dr. Syedna Mohd. Burhanuddin on his Birthday 

Dr. Syedna Mohd. Burhanuddin 

� leader of the Dawoodi Bohra community. 

� The Dawoodi Bohras are a sub group within the Mustaali, Ismaili Shia branch of Islam. 

� 100th Birthday 

Mahatma Gandhi’s House in Johannesburg 

A proposal has been received from the Coal India Ltd. (ClL) to purchase the said House “The Kraal” in the name of 

employees of CIL. After purchase, the house is proposed to be converted into a museum and to handover the 

upkeep of the monument to Archaeological Survey of India (ASI). 

  

The proposal envisages the said purchase to be made from contribution made by the employees of CIL and its 

subsidiaries, through formation of a trust. 
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HealthHealthHealthHealth    

Road Traffic Injuries Globally Claim 5 Million lives Every Year  

� According to WHO Global Status Report on Road Safety, over 50 million are injured on the world’s road 

every year and as many as five million deaths happen due to road accidents. Road accident deaths at a 

global level were ranked ninth as a cause of disability adjusted years of life lost in 2004 and is expected to be 

ranked fifth by the year 2030. In India more than half of the road accidents victims are in the age group of 

25-65 years, the key wage earning and child raising age group. 

� Officially proclaimed by the UN General Assembly in March 2010, a Decade of Action Plan for Road Safety 

2011-2020 provides the framework to countries and communities to increase action to save lives on the 

world’s roads. The global launch of the Decade is planned for May, 2011. 

  

States Should Strictly Implement The PC & PNDT Act: Health Secretary 

Background: 

� Seventeen States, where the child sex ratio has been reported to be low by the recent census data, were 

called for this meeting.  

� It was noted in the meeting that the absolute decline from 927 (2001) to 914 (2011) in the Child sex ratio 

figure at national level and the declining trend evident in 27 states/UTs – particularly Haryana with 830, is a 

matter of grave concern. Jhajjar and Mahendragarh in Haryana emerged in the country with the lowest CSR 

of 774 and 778 respectively. Data for 346 districts in 11 States (released so far) shows 6 distt recorded CSR 

below 800; 47 distt between 800-850 and 103 distt beteen 850-900 against the national average of 914.  

Azad Reconstitutes Central Supervisory Board Under PNDT Act 

Chairman- Health Minister 

Co-chair- Women and Child Developmen minister 

  

Background: 

The recent census figures highlighted the declining trend in Child Sex Ratio in the country. In order to check female 

foeticide, the Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 1994 (PNDT Act), was 

brought into operation from 1st January, 1996. The Act was amended to make it more comprehensive and was 

renamed as “Pre-conception and Pre-Natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994” (PC & 

PNDT Act). The amended Act and Rules framed there under came into force with effect from 14.2.2003. The main 

objective of the Act/Rules is to ban the use of sex selection techniques before or after conception as well as misuse 

of pre-natal diagnostic techniques for sex selective abortions and to regulate such techniques, so as to pre-empt the 

misuse of such technologies and consequent adverse impact on the sex ratio. 

  

Stringent punishments are prescribed under the Act so as to serve as a deterrent for minimising violations of the 

Act. Appropriate Authorities are empowered with the powers of Civil Court for search, seizure and sealing the 

machines, equipment and records of the violators of law, including sealing of premises and commissioning of 

witnesses. It has been made mandatory to maintain proper records in respect of the use of ultrasound machines and 

other equipment capable of detection of sex of foetus and also in respect of tests and procedures that may lead to 

pre-conception selection of sex. The sale of ultrasound machines has been regulated through laying down the 

condition of sale only to the bodies registered under the Act.  

Tobacco Users in India 

� According to the Global Adult Tobacco Survey (GATS), 2010, more than one-third (35%) of adults in India use 

tobacco in some form or the other. Among them, 21 % adults use smokeless tobacco, 9 % smoke, and 5 % 

smoke as well as use smokeless tobacco. As per this report, the estimated number of tobacco users in India 

is 274.9 million, with 163.7 million users of only smokeless tobacco, 68.9 million only smokers, and 42.3 

million users of both smoking and smokeless tobacco. 
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� As per Report on Tobacco Control in India, 2004, an estimated number of 8-9 Lakh people die every year in 

India due to diseases caused by consumption of tobacco products.  

� According to ICMR, 50% of cancers among men and 25% among women in India are related to tobacco use. 

Nearly 90% of oral cancers are related to use of chewing tobacco 

Banned Medicines 

The Central Government has prohibited six drugs on the recommendations of the Expert Committee constituted by 

DTAB in view of the safety issues involved in the use of these drugs by a Gazette Notification dated 10.02.2011 with 

immediate effect. The names of these drugs along with the brief reasons for their ban are furnished below: 

  

1. Nimesulide formulations in children below 12 years of age - Nimesulide containing products are not permitted in 

many countries in children under 12 years of age. The drug has been considered to be hepatotoxic and children are 

considered more susceptible to hepatotoxicity. 

2. Cisapride and its formulations for human use - Use of this drug is reported to be associated with increased risk of 

serious cardiac arrhythmia. 

3. Phenylpropanolamine and its formulations for human use - Use of this drug is associated with risk of hypertensive 

episodes like cardiac congestive failures and hemorrhagic strokes. 

4. Human Placental Extract and its formulations for human use - There is no clear evidence of efficacy of this drug in 

most of the conditions and there are safety concerns like transmission of blood borne infections, immunoreactions 

and unwanted exposure to hormones associated with its use. 

5. Sibutramine and its formulations for human use - Use of this drug is associated with increased risk of 

cardiovascular events such as heart attack and stroke. 

6. R-Sibutramine and its formulations for human use - Use of this drug is associated with increased risk of 

cardiovascular events such as heart attack and stroke. 

Universal Immunization Programme 

Under the Universal Immunization Programme (UIP), the following vaccines are provided free to all children 

including new borne:- 

  

1) DPT (Diphtheria-Pertusis-Tetanus) 

2) OPV/Oral Polio Vaccine 

3) Measles 

4) BCG (Bacillus Calmette-Guerin) 

5) Hepatitis B (In selected States and selected cities) 

6) Japanese Encephalitis (In selected areas)  

Miscellaneous  

Supreme Court bans employment of children in circuses 

� The Bench directed the Centre to conduct simultaneous raids in all circuses to liberate children and check 

violation of their fundamental rights. 

� The Bench directed the Centre to frame a proper scheme of rehabilitation for the rescued children from 

circuses. The government should talk to the parents of the children, and “in case they are willing to take their 

children back to their homes, they may be directed to do so after proper verification.”  

Establishment of the Mahatma Institute of Education for Peace and Sustainable Development (MGIEP) at New 

Delhi 

� The Union Cabinet  approved to establish the Mahatma Gandhi Institute of Education for Peace and 

Sustainable Development (MGIEP) as a Category I Institute of UNESCO at New Delhi which was 

recommended by the UNESCO. 

� It will put India into the category of select countries with a Category I Institute of UNESCO. 
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�  Currently there are eleven Category I Institutes of UNESCO in the world, out of which 9 are located in the 

developed countries while the remaining two are located in developing countries namely, Ethiopia and 

Venezuela.  

� Further it will serve as a platform for India to emerge as a global leader from the Asia-Pacific region in the 

areas of education for Peace and Sustainable Development.  

Central Hindi Institute 

Central Hindi Institute of Agra completes fifty years of establishment on 28th March, 2011 
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS  

International Institutions 

Referendum  for Alternative Vote (AV) system in UK/ Britain Says No to AV 

� British voters have overwhelmingly rejected a proposal to abandon the current first-past-the-post voting 

system in favour of Alternative Vote (AV) in which people rank candidates in order of preference. 

� Up to 70 per cent of those who voted in a referendum, held on 5, may 2011, said ``no’’ to AV. 

� Britain’s first nationwide referendum in more than 30 years was called at the insistence of Lib Dems as part 

of their demand for broader electoral reforms and a condition for joining the coalition.  

� The Tories (or The Conservative Party ) campaigned on a ``no’’ platform arguing that AV –practised only in 

Australia, Fiji and Papua New Guinea—was complicated, more expensive and less fair than first-past-the-

post system.  

� The Opposition Labour party was divided on the issue with its leader Ed Miliband backing a change while 

nearly half the party, including some senior figures, in the opposite bloc.  

  Campaigned for Leader 

Liberal Democrats. YES Nick Clegg 

Conservative Party NO David Cameron 

Labour Party divided Gordon Brown 
 

United Nations Security Council Resolution 1976 

� Decides to consider special courts to deal with piracy off the coast of Somalia 

� 11 April 2011          

� Vote: 15–0–0  

Egyptian Constitution Changes Pass in Referendum 

� 77 percent of the vote in favor according to final results. 

� The changes eliminate restrictions on political rights and open the way for parliamentary and presidential 

elections within months. 

 ‘Type-66' agreement/IAEA approves safeguards for new Pakistani reactors  

� The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)  gave its approval to a safeguards agreement for two new 

reactors that Pakistan said China was building for it at Chashma. 

� The ‘Type-66' agreement for the two reactors approved by the IAEA's 35-nation Board of Governors was 

identical to similar agreements already in place for Chashma-1 and Chashma-2.  

� Ignoring NSG, China gets approval for transfer of Chashma-3 & 4  

  

United Nations Security Council Resolution 1973 

� The resolution demands "an immediate ceasefire" and authorizes the international community to establish a 

no-fly zone over Libya and to use all means necessary short of foreign occupation to protect civilians. 

� Ten Security Council members voted in the affirmative (Bosnia and Herzegovina, Colombia, Gabon, Lebanon, 

Nigeria, Portugal, South Africa, and permanent members France, the United Kingdom, and the United 

States). Five (Brazil, Germany, and India, and permanent members China and Russia) abstained, with none 

opposed. 

� The Security Council resolution was proposed by France, Lebanon, and the United Kingdom. 

� Date: 17 March 2011. 
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International Events 

2011 Tōhoku earthquake and tsunami 

� officially named the Great East Japan Earthquake 

� Friday, 11 March 2011 

� magnitude 9.0 (Mw) 

� epicenter approximately 70 kilometres (43 mi) east of the Oshika Peninsula of Tōhoku 

� hypocenter at an underwater depth of approximately 32 km 

� most powerful known earthquake to have hit Japan, and one of the five most powerful earthquakes in the 

world overall since modern record-keeping began in 1900. 

� The overall cost could exceed $300 billion, making it the most expensive natural disaster on record 

� confirmed 14,981 deaths, 5,279 injured, and 9,880 people missing 

� Tōhoku region: occupies the northeastern portion of Honshu, the largest island of Japan. 

 

� Related info: 

� Japan is an archipelago of 6,852 islands.  

� The four largest islands are Honshū, Hokkaidō, Kyūshū and Shikoku, together accounting for ninety-seven 

percent of Japan's land area. 

� Order from north to south- Hokkaidō->Honshū->Kyūshū ->Shikoku 
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INDIA AND WORLD  

India Calls for Promotion of South-South Cooperation and Strengthening of Partners in Population and 

Development (PPD)  

� Partners in Population and Development (PPD) is an intergovernmental initiative created specifically for 

the purpose of expanding and improving South-to-South collaboration in the fields of reproductive 

health, population and development. PPD was launched at the 1994 International Conference on 

Population and Development (ICPD), when ten developing countries from Asia, Africa and Latin 

America formed an intergovernmental alliance to help implement the Cairo Programme of Action 

(POA). This POA, endorsed by 179 nations, stresses the need to establish mechanisms to promote 

development through the sharing of experiences in Reproductive Health (RH) and Family Planning (FP) 

within and among countries and to promote effective partnerships among the governments, Non-

Governmental Organizations (NGOs), research institutions and the private sector. 

� India is currently the Chairman of PPD and China is the Vice-Chair. The Secretariat of PPD is situated in 

Dhaka, Bangladesh. The Annual Meeting of PPD in 2010 was held at Yogyakarta, Indonesia. The 2011 

Annual Meeting of PPD is being held in South Africa in November, 2011.  

 

 

The Challenges to Indian Diplomacy in the 21st Century: (Vice President sri Hamid Ansari) 

 

1. In the first place and in terms of geography, our immediate neighborhood would be critical for regional 

stability and cooperation and the accretion of comprehensive national power by India.  

2. The second challenge would be the emergence of Asia, as probably the most important locus of global 

power. 

3. The third challenge would be to create an enabling international environment for unhindered economic 

development and growth, including through mutually beneficial arrangements concerning raw materials 

and markets for goods and services. 

4. The fourth challenge is to foster a rule based international order underpinned by strong and 

functioning multilateral institutions. 

5. The fifth challenge is to evolve a consensual approach, along with all major and minor powers, of 

dealing with the regimes regulating global commons.  

6. A sixth challenge is the requirement to respond in real time to unanticipated happenings, political, 

economic or environmental and to have at hand the intellectual and organisational resources to do so 

adequately.  

 

India and Brazil Sign Air Services Agreement  

 It allows both the countries to designate any number of airlines on reciprocal basis, unlike in the past when 

only one airline each was allowed. 

 

India and Saskatchewan (A Canadian Province) Sign MoU to Establish Cooperation in the Field of Mineral 

Resources 

� The Ministry of Mines and the Ministry of Energy and Resources of the Province of Saskatchewan, 

Canada, signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) to establish a cooperation programme in the 

field of Geology and Mineral Resources.  

� The MoU aims at establishing a basis for development of geological and mineral resources, to promote 

investment in mining and related activities like mineral exploration and development, to encourage and 

foster mining investment, transfers of technology and joint ventures in India and Saskatchewan.  
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India Pakistan Home Secretary Level talks Conclude 

 

� Both sides agreed to set up a Hotline between Home Secretary of India and Interior Secretary of 

Pakistan to facilitate real time information sharing with respect to terrorist threats. 

� Pakistan conveyed its readiness, in principle, based upon the principle of comity and reciprocity, to 

entertain a Commission from India with respect to Mumbai Terror Attack investigations. 

� Both sides shared the concern of the growing menace of Narcotics/Drugs and agreed that cooperation 

between NCB of India and ANF of Pakistan should be enhanced to ensure an effective control on drug 

trafficking. 

� Both sides agreed to set up a Joint Working Group to examine the modalities for streamlining the visa 

procedure/modalities and for giving a final shape to revision of the Bilateral Visa Agreement.  
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ECOLOGY & ENVIRONMENT  

From Next Year ‘World Water Day’ Celebrations to be Extended as ‘World Water Week’ – Salman Khurshid  

From next year the ‘World Water Day’ will be extended to a full week and celebrated as ‘World Water Week’ to 

reach out to all the states, schools, colleges and media to highlight various issues relating to water. 

India and Japan Sign TKDL Access Agreement  

Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR), India signed the TKDL (Traditional Knowledge Digital Library) 

Access Agreement with the Japan Patent Office (JPO) here today. This TKDL Access Agreement would help prevent 

misappropriation of India’s traditional knowledge at JPO. 

scheme of Rural tourism 

The scheme of Rural tourism was started by the Ministry in 2002-03 with the objective of showcasing rural life, art, 

culture and heritage at rural locations and in villages, which have core competence in art and craft, handloom, and 

textiles as also an asset base in the natural environment. The intention is to benefit the local community 

economically and socially as well as enable interaction between tourists and local population for a mutually 

enriching experience. The promotion of village tourism is also aimed at generating revenue for the rural 

communities through tourist visitations. 

Fund: Central scheme of ‘Product/Infrastructure development for destinations and circuits’ (PIDDC) and GOI-UNDP 

Endogenous Projects scheme 

[in news: 169 Rural Tourism sites Sanctioned] 

World Bank Assistance to National Ganga River Basin Authority for abatement of pollution of River Ganga 

� The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs has approved the Project for cleaning of River Ganga to be 

implemented by the National Ganga River Basin Authority (NGRBA) at an estimated cost of Rs. 7000 crore.  

� The share of Government of India will be Rs 5100 crore and that of the State Governments of Uttarakhand, 

Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Jharkhand and West Bengal will be Rs 1900 crore.  

� The World Bank has agreed in-principle to provide a loan assistance of US $ 1 billion (approx. Rs 4600 crore) 

to the Government of India for the NGRBA project, which will form part of the central share of the project. 

The duration of the project will be eight years. 

� The project will have three components relating to (a) institutional development for setting up dedicated 

institutions for implementing the NGRBA program, setting up Ganga Knowledge Centre, strengthening 

environmental regulators (Pollution Control Boards) and local institutions (ULBs, etc) (b) infrastructure 

investments including for municipal sewage, industrial pollution, solid wastes and river front management, 

and (c) project implementation support. 

  

Background: 

NGRBA was constituted in February, 2009 as an empowered planning, financing, monitoring and coordinating 

authority for the Ganga River under the Environment (Protection) Act, 1986. The objective of the Authority, 

which is chaired by the Prime Minister, is to ensure conservation of the river Ganga and to maintain 

environmental flows by comprehensive planning and management, adopting a river basin approach.  

Creation of National Clean Energy Fund 

� The CCEA has approved constitution of an 'National Clean Energy Fund' (NCEF) in the public account of India 

along with the guidelines as well as modalities for approval of projects to be funded from the Fund. 

� The Finance Bill 2010-11 provided for creation of a corpus called National Clean Energy Fund to invest in 

entrepreneurial ventures and research in the field of clean energy technologies. 

� An Inter Ministerial Group (IMG) has been constituted to approve the projects/schemes eligible for financing 

under the National Clean Energy Fund. 

� The National Clean Energy Fund will be used for funding research and innovative projects in clean energy 

technologies. Any project/scheme for innovative methods to adopt to clean energy technology and 
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research & development shall be eligible for funding under the NCEF. Such projects may be: 

� (a) Sponsored by a Ministry/Department of the Government; and 

� (b) Submitted by individual/ consortium of organizations in the government/public sector/private sector in 

the form of loan or viability gap funding, as the IMG deems fit on case to case basis. Government assistance 

under the NCEF shall in no case exceed 40% of the total project cost.  

National Water Mission under National Action Plan on Climate Change 

The National Water Mission is one of the 8 National Missions which form the core of the National Action Plan 

for Climate Change.  

  

The objective: "conservation of water, minimizing wastage and ensuring its equitable distribution both across 

and within States through integrated water resources development and management".  

  

Five goals: identified in the National Water Mission are 

1.  Comprehensive water data base in public domain and assessment of the impact of climate change on water 

resources;  

2. promotion of citizen and state actions for water conservation, augmentation and preservation; 

3.  focused attention to vulnerable areas including over-exploited areas;  

4. increasing water use efficiency by 20%;  and  

5. promotion of basin level integrated water resources management. 

  

A two-tier setup: for framing the policies arid guidelines for implementation 

At the Central level, an apex Board under the Chairmanship of the Minister of Water Resources and  

at the State level, a Monitoring Committee under the Chairmanship of the Principal Secretary / Secretary will 

be constituted. 

  

More info: 

A very compact Mission Secretariat under a Mission Director to be supported by Adviser (Technical) and Adviser 

(Coordination and Monitoring) is envisaged under the National Water Mission. The technical support to the 

Secretariat will be provided by Central Water Commission, Central Ground Water Board, Brahmaputra Board and 

National Institute of Hydrology. 

  

The prioritized strategies of the Mission will be taken up through the continuing schemes of Ministry of Water 

Resources by suitably modifying scope and outlay of the respective schemes. The overall additional 

requirements for such activities have been duly taken into consideration while working out the revised outlays of 

the various schemes of the Ministry of Water Resources. 

  

[in news: The Union Cabinet has approved the Comprehensive Mission Document of the National Water 

Mission.] 

The Union Cabinet has approved the signing of the Nagoya Protocol on Access and Benefit Sharing (ABS) by 

India. 

� India would be hosting the next Conference of Parties (CoP) to the CBD in October 2011. 

� The ABS Protocol is open for signature from 2nd February 2011 to 1st February 2012. So far six countries 

have signed the Protocol including three megadiverse countries (namely Brazil, Mexico and Colombia). As 

the incoming President of CoP-11, it is expected that India would be one of the early signatories to the ABS 

Protocol.  

� India is one of the identified megadiverse countries rich in biodiversity. With only 2.4% of the earth's land 

area, India accounts for 7-8% of the recorded species of the world. 
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Background: 

� India is a Party to the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) which is one of the agreements adopted 

during the Rio Earth Summit held in 1992. One of the three objectives of the CBD relates to ABS, which 

refers to the way in which genetic resources may be accessed, and benefits resulting from their use 

shared by the users with the countries that provide them. The CBD prescribes that access to genetic 

resources is subject to national legislation. Accordingly, India after extensive consultative process had 

enacted Biological Diversity Act in 2002 for giving effect to the provisions of the CBD. However, in the near 

absence of user country measures, once the resource leaves the country providing the resources, there is no 

way to ensure compliance of ABS provisions in the country where it is used. Towards this, a protocol on 

access and benefit sharing has been negotiated under the aegis of CBD, and adopted by the tenth 

Conference of Parties (CoP-10) held in Nagoya, Japan in October 2010. India has participated actively and 

contributed meaningfully in the ABS negotiations which formally started about six years back. The objective 

of the Nagoya Protocol on ABS is fair and equitable sharing of benefits arising from the use of genetic 

resources, including by appropriate access to genetic resources and by appropriate transfer of relevant 

technologies. 

� It is expected that the ABS Protocol which is a key missing pillar of the CBD, would address the concern of 

misappropriation or biopiracy of its genetic resources. 

  

Megadiverse countries 

� The megadiverse countries are a group of countries that harbor the majority of the Earth's species and are 

therefore considered extremely biodiverse.  

� For some authors, the group incorporates 12 countries: Mexico, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Brazil, Zaire, 

Madagascar, China, India, Malaysia, Indonesia and Australia. Others(including Conservation International , a 

NGO) increase the list to more than 17, adding Papua New Guinea, South Africa, USA, Congo, Philippines 

and Venezuela.  

National Ambient Noise Monitoring Network 

� Will be active 24 X 7 

� In its frist phase, it will cover 35 stations in 7 cities. 

� Real Time Ambient Noise Monitoring Network will cover seven metros in phase-I viz. Delhi, Hyderabad, 

Kolkata, Mumbai, Bangalore and Chennai have been selected and in each Metro five Remote Monitoring 

Terminals have been installed in different noise zones for continuous monitoring.  

� In Phase-II, another 35 Noise Monitoring Stations will be installed in the same seven cities and in  

� Phase III, Real Time Noise Network will be expanded by 90 stations to cover 18 other major cities by 2012.  

� Phase-III cities include Kanpur, Pune, Surat, Ahmedabad, Nagpur, Jaipur, Indore, Bhopal, Ludhiana, 

Guwahati, Dehradun, Thiruvananthpuram, Bhubaneswar, Patna, Gandhinagar, Ranchi, Amritsar and Raipur.  

� The network in the majopr Metros will also be augmented by establishing more noise monitoring stations.  

  

Related: 

The Central Government has notified The Noise Pollution (Regulation and Control) Rules, 2000 which have been 

amended in January, 2010. The said Rules require the State/UT Administration to designate an ‘Authority’ 

responsible for maintaining the ambient noise standards in respective States/UTs. The designated ‘Authority’ has 

to be an officer not below the rank of Deputy Superintendent of Police.  

  

NAMP (NATIONAL AIR QUALITY MONITORING PROGRAMME) 

Central Pollution Control Board is executing a nation-wide programme of ambient air quality monitoring known 

as National Air Quality Monitoring Programme (NAMP). The network consists of three hundred and forty two 

(342) operating stations covering one hundred and twenty seven (127) cities/towns in twenty six (26) states and 

four (4) Union Territories of the country. 
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New Lion Reserves in The Country 

In order to conserve the single isolated population of Asiatic Lions, the Ministry of Environment and Forests had 

initiated habitat feasibility study through the Wildlife Institute of India, which inter alia has identified Kuno Palpur 

Wildlife Sanctuary in Madhya Pradesh as an alternate home for the Gir Lions and for the release of wild lions from 

Gujarat. 

While State Government of Madhya Pradesh is agreeable for translocation of Gir Asiatic Lions in Kuno Palpur, State 

Government of Gujarat has so far not agreed to part with Gir Asiatic Lions. 

Steps for Holistic Growth of Green Gold Sector in North Eastern Region 

Bamboo plantation is one of the plantation models for afforestation under the National Afforestation Programme 

(NAP) of the Ministry of Environment and Forests. Bamboo is referred to as Green Gold in India especially in North 

Eastern Region. For the development of Bamboo sector, a numbers of steps have been taken such as establishment 

of National Bamboo Mission under the Ministry of Agriculture, National Mission for Bamboo applications under the 

Ministry of Science and Technology, etc. The Mission approach for the development of this sector is a step toward 

the institutional reforms. 

Preservation of Biodiversity of The Country 

The Government of India has taken several steps for conservation of biodiversity of the country. They include survey 

and inventorization of floral and faunal resources; assessment of forest cover to develop an accurate database for 

planning and monitoring; establishment of a Protected Area Network; designating Biosphere Reserves for 

conservation of representative ecosystems; conservation of ecologically fragile areas such as mangroves, wetlands 

and coral reefs; implementing species-oriented conservation programmes; ex-situ conservation through setting up 

of botanic gardens, zoos and gene banks; and enactment of the Biological Diversity Act in 2002, under which a 

National Biodiversity Authority and State Biodiversity Boards have been set up for implementing the provisions of 

the Act. 

Delimitation of Areas(GO and No GO) 

The Ministry of Environment & Forests (MoEF) and the Ministry of Coal (MoC) had jointly undertaken an exercise to 

overlay the forest cover map on the coal blocks boundaries in respect of 9 coalfields in the country and identified 

various coal blocks as category ‘A’ (No-Go areas) and Category ‘B’ (Go areas). As per the exercise, 449 coal blocks 

covering about 3,80,000 ha have been categorised as category ‘B’ out of total number of 602 coal blocks covering 

about 6,48,750 ha.  

  

criteria : 

Category  ‘A’ (No-Go areas) 

Gross Forest Cover (GFC)>=30% 

Weighted Forest Cover (WFC)>= 10% 

  

Setting up of Coastal Zone Management 

The Ministry has established the National Centre for Sustainable Coastal Management (NCSCM) under the World 

Bank assisted Integrated Coastal Zone Management Project. A consortium of eleven research institutions covering 

all the coastal States and Union Territories, has been constituted to work along with NCSCM in the area of coastal 

zone management . On 24th December, 2010, a Memorandum of Association between the Ministry and Anna 

University, Chennai was signed to set up NCSCM.  

Protection of Elephants 

Estimated population of wild elephants in the country is in the range of 27669 – 27719 (Mid value 27694). 

  

Related: 

In 2010, the Gujarat government reported that 411 Asiatic lions were sighted in the Gir forest; a rise of 52 over the 
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last census of 2005. 

‘WWF (India) 2011-Earth Hour 60+'  

� In India, the Earth Hour 2011 was held on 26 March 2011 from 8.30 PM to 9.30 PM IST, the Earth Hour 2011 

was flagged off by the Delhi Chief Minister Smt.Sheila Dixit and Earth Hour 2011 Ambassador and Bollywood 

Heroine Vidya Balan in the presence of Mr.Jim Leape, Director General, WWF International. 

� New new ‘60+' logo represents commitment beyond 60 minutes. 

  

Background: 

� Earth Hour is a global event organized by WWF (World Wide Fund for Nature, also known as World Wildlife 

Fund) and is held on the last Saturday of March annually, asking households and businesses to turn off their 

non-essential lights and other electrical appliances for one hour to raise awareness towards the need to take 

action on climate change.  

� Earth Hour was conceived by WWF and The Sydney Morning Herald in 2007, when 2.2 million residents of 

Sydney participated by turning off all non-essential lights. 

� Following Sydney's lead, many other cities around the world adopted the event in 2008. 

Zero Kero Programme  

� Indonesia is providing an LPG kit comprising 3kg Cylinder, cooking stove and pressure regulator free to 

kerosene customers and thereafter stop kerosene supply. 

� this has led to a subsidy saving of about US $5billion per annum. 

� In news: R P N Singh Visits LPG Plant near Jakarta to Study Zero Kero Programme of Indonesia 
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ECONOMY 

Banking and Finance 

ICICI Bank to be treated as foreign company for computing FDI 

Besides ICICI Bank, the other lenders which have more than 50 per cent foreign equity holding are: HDFC Bank, Yes 

Bank, IndusInd Bank, Federal Bank, ING Vysya and Development Credit Bank. 

RBI working group under Thorat to study NBFC issues 

� The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has formed a working group to examine issues pertaining to the regulation 

of non-banking financial companies (NBFCs). The group will be headed by former Reserve Bank deputy 

governor,Director, Centre for Advanced Financial Research and Learning (CAFRAL),   Usha Thorat. 

� The group would deal with emerging issues concerning the definition and classification of NBFCs, regulatory 

gaps and arbitrage, maintaining governance standards and appropriate approach to NBFC supervision. 

� The central bank has been emphasising on tighter regulations and monitoring of NBFCs.  

� Last month, RBI raised the minimum capital adequacy ratio of deposit-taking NBFCs to 15 per cent, to align it 

with the systemically important non-deposit taking NBFCs. 

� Similarly, late last year, RBI introduced a new regulatory framework for NBFCs which were ‘core investment 

companies’, primarily focusing on investments in group companies. 

  

Background: 

NBFC 

� Non-banking financial companies, or NBFCs, are financial institutions that provide banking services (such as 

loans and advances, acquisition of shares/stock/bonds/debentures/securities), but do not hold a banking 

license.  

� These institutions are not allowed to take demand deposits from the public. it is not a part of the payment 

and settlement system and as such cannot issue cheques to its customers.  

� Nonetheless, all operations of these institutions are still covered under banking regulations 

Move to prevent fraud in loan cases 

� The Central Registry has become operational with effect from 31st March,2011. 

� The objective of setting-up the Central Registry is to prevent frauds in loan cases involving multiple lending 

from different banks on the same immovable property.  

� The Central Registry Of Securitisation Asset Reconstruction And Security Interest Of India, a Government 

Company, licensed under Section 25 of the Companies Act, 1956 has been incorporated for the purpose of 

operating and maintaining the Central Registry under the provisions of the Securitisation and Reconstruction 

of Financial Assets and Enforcement of Security Interest Act, 2002 (SARFAESI Act 2002).  

� The Central Registry shall be under the superintendence and direction of the Central Registrar. 

� For a period of three months, National Housing Bank Chairman R.V. Verma, shall hold additional charge as 

the Registrar of the Central Registry and he shall also be the Managing Director and CEO of the government 

company incorporated for the purpose of operating the registration system. 

  

Background: 

The Securitisation and Reconstruction of Financial Assets and Enforcement of Security Interest Act, 2002 

(SARFAESI) empowers Banks / Financial Institutions to recover their non-performing assets without the 

intervention of the Court. 

The Act provides three alternative methods for recovery of non-performing assets. 

1.     Securitisation, 

2.     Asset Reconstruction, 

3.     Enforcement of Security without the intervention of the Court  
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 Public Finance 

External debt: $297.5 (December-2010) 

12th plan target: 9-9.5% 

GST Bill tabled in Lok Sabha 

� The Centre introduced a Constitution Amendment(One Hundred and Fifteenth Amendment) Bill in the Lok 

Sabha to facilitate implementation of the Goods and Services Tax (GST), a tax regime that would subsume 

levies such as excise, service tax and sales tax.  

� The Bill seeks to amend the Constitution with a view to conferring simultaneous powers on the Centre and 

the States to levy taxes on goods and services. 

� It will also subsume State VAT/sales tax, entertainment tax (unless levied by the local bodies), luxury tax, 

taxes on lottery, betting and gambling as also tax on advertisements, cesses and surcharges levied by States.  

� However, crude petroleum, diesel, petrol, aviation turbine fuel, natural gas and alcohol for human 

consumption have been kept out of the GST ambit. 

  

 GST Council  

� The Bill provides for creation of a GST Council to be headed by Union Finance Minister. The council will be 

empowered to recommend tax rates and exemption and threshold limits for goods and services. 

� GST Dispute Settlement Authority:  

� The Bill proposes a GST Dispute Settlement Authority to deal with grievances of the Centre and the States 

with regard to GST. 

� The chairperson of the authority will be a retired judge of the Supreme Court or the Chief Justice of a High 

Court, who would be appointed by the President on the recommendation of the Chief Justice of India. The 

GST, considered to be a major tax reform, has been pending for the last four years due to disagreement 

between the Centre and some States over the structure of the new tax regime.  

�  
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Tax Exemption under section for the ICC Cricket World Cup 2011  

The Union Cabinet approved the proposal of Ministry of Finance for exempting ICC Cricket World Cup 2011 from 

income tax under section 10(39) of the Income Tax Act 1961 in respect of income which is arising in the India from 

the ICC World Cup, 2011 to the subsidiaries of the ICC, only where the contractual obligation to bear the income-tax 

liability is on these entities. 

  

The financial implication will be Rs.45 crore approximately. 

  

Background: 

In 2005, the Cabinet has approved a proposal to amend the Income Tax Act, 1961 to give an exemption to the 

income of both residents and non-residents arising from an international sporting event conducted in India. 

Consequently, exemption from income tax was granted to ICC for the ICC Championship Trophy 2006. 

Creation of seven posts of Indirect Tax Ombudsman 

The Union Cabinet  approved creation of seven posts of Indirect Tax Ombudsman to be located at Delhi, Mumbai, 

Chennai, Calcutta, Bangalore, Ahmedabad and Lucknow. 

The Indirect Tax Ombudsman Guidelines, 2011 has also been approved. 

  

The Indirect Tax Ombudsman shall have powers to receive complaints from tax payers on indirect tax matters and 

consider such complaints and facilitate their satisfaction or settlement by agreement through conciliation and 

mediation between the Customs, Central Excise and Service Tax department and the aggrieved parties or by passing 

an 'Award’ in accordance with the Guidelines.  

  

It is expected that this will result in making the grievance redressal mechanism in the Customs, Central Excise and 

the Service Taxes offices under the CBEC more effective and transparent.  

Extension of Indian Development and Economic Assistance (IDEA) Scheme 

The CCEA has approved the operating and extending Indian Development and Economic Assistance (IDEA) Scheme 

during the period 2010-11 to 2014-15 for both African and non-African countries. Under the IDEA scheme, 

Government supported Export and Import Bank of India (Exim Bank) Lines of Credit (LoCs) are made available to 

developing countries for support of developmental and other projects as recommended by Ministry of External 

Affairs (MEA). 

  

Background 

 The IDEA Scheme initially known as the India Development Initiative had its genesis in the announcement made by 

Finance Minister in the Union Budget for 2003-04, as an initiative for providing grants or project assistance to 

developing countries in the Africa, South Asia and other parts of the developing world and with a view to also 

leverage and promote our strategic economic interests abroad. 

 Agriculture 

Lab to Land Initiative  

� Under the initiative, 43 districts have been identified from 28 states across the country wherein on a pilot 

basis the effectiveness of program implementation would be enhanced through field level training. 

� The initiative aims to build a collaborative knowledge and innovation community and demonstrate full 

achievement of the objective of all schemes of the rural sector (Rural Development, Agriculture, Watershed, 

Environment, Income generation, Employment, Roads, Health, Education, Sanitation, Drinking water, 

Electrification, Food Security, Land records, Industries, Irrigation, Citizen’s charter, Grievance redressal 

mechanism etc.). 

[in news:  RD Ministry Organizes National Seminar on Lab to Land Initiative in Gangtok] 
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Highest Ever Foodgrain Production: Estimated at 235.88 Mt 3rd Advance Estimates of Crop Production for 2010-11 

Released  

Foodgrains  –  235.88 million tonnes: highest ever 

  

Rice  –  94.11 million tonnes 

Wheat  –  84.27 million tonnes: highest ever 

Coarse Cereals  –  40.21 million tonnes  

Maize  –  20.23 million tonnes 

Pulses  –  17.29 million tonnes: highest ever 

Tur  –  3.15 million tonnes 

Urad  –  1.82 million tonnes 

Moong  –  1.37 million tonnes 

  

Oilseeds  –  30.25 million tonnes: highest ever 

Soyabean  –  12.59 million tonnes 

Groundnut  –  7.09 million tonnes 

  

Cotton  –  33.93 million bales of 170 kg each: highest ever 

  

Sugarcane – 340.55 million tonnes 

Shri Arun Yadav(Minister of State for Agriculture) Exhorts Cooperatives to Maintain Identity, Bring in 

Professionalism  

� Shri Yadav said that the Government is determined to give full autonomy to cooperatives through 

amendment of the Constitution.  

� The Government has already accepted the recommendations of the Vidyanathan Committee for 

strengthening the cooperative sector.  

� The Minister informed that the Multi-State Cooperatives (Amendment) Bill 2010 and a Constitutional 

Amendment Bill have been placed in the Lok Sabha and expressed the hope that passage of these Bills will 

go a long way in strengthening the cooperative sector.  

  

Background: 

The Government of India (GoI) appointed a Task Force under the Chairmanship of Prof. A Vaidyanathan in 2004 

to analyse the problems faced by the CCS(cooperative credit structure ) institutions and to suggest an action plan 

for their revival. 

Annual Report of Department of Agriculture & Cooperation 

Farm Sector to Grow 5.4% in 2010-11 

Public Investment in Agriculture on The Rise;  
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progress of implementation of Rashtriya Krishi Vikas Yojana 

 The Rashtriya Krishi Vikas Yojana (RKVY) will be implemented in the coming year  (2011-12) with a budget of  Rs. 

7860 crore and nine sub-schemes. This represents a quantum jump in funds from Rs. 6775 crore in 2010-11 and 

wide expansion in the scope of the scheme. 

  

    The RKVY will now have nine sub-schemes. Three of the sub-schemes were introduced in 2010-11 and will be 

continued this year also.  The sub-schemes are as follows:   

1. Extending Green Revolution to the Eastern Region of the Country 

2. Integrated Development of 60,000 Pulses Villages in Rainfed Areas. 

3. Promotion of Oil Palm 

4. Initiative on Vegetable Clusters. 

5. Nutri-cereals. 

6. National Mission for Protein Supplements. 

7. Accelerated Fodder Development Programme. 

8. Rainfed Area Development Programme.  

9. Saffron Mission. 

Inviting Private Participation in Agriculture Supply Chain 

The Government proposes to invite private sector participation in agriculture supply chain, in order to eliminate the 

existing marketing inefficiency due to multiplayer structure of intermediaries. 

  

In order to facilitate adequate investment for development of marketing infrastructure and supply chain including 

that by the private sector, the Ministry of Agriculture has circulated Model Agricultural Produce Marketing 

(Development and Regulation) Act (APMC Act) 2003 to all the States/Union Territories for their adoption. 

  

The Model Act provides for contract farming, direct marketing, setting up of markets by private and cooperative 

sectors which is intended to improve the remuneration to the farmers for their produce through provision of 

efficient supply chain and reduction of intermediation in the marketing system. 

  

States Receive Over Rs. 360 Crore for Oilseeds and Maize Promotion 

The Centre has released Rs. 362.67 crore to 19 states for promotion of oilseeds, oil palm and maize so far in the 

current financial year. 
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The major states receiving funds for this purpose under the Integrated Scheme of Oilseeds, Pulses, Oil Palm and 

Maize (ISOPOM) are: Andhra Pradesh, Madhyra Pradesh, Rajasthan, Karnataka, Maharashtra and Orissa. 

  

Government of India is implementing Integrated Scheme of Oilseeds, Pulses, Oil Palm and Maize (ISOPOM) for the 

benefit of the farmers since 1.4.2004. Since 1.4.2010, the pulses development programme of ISOPOM has been 

merged with National Food Security Mission (NFSM). 

Measures Being Taken to Keep Fruit, Vegetable Prices Under Check 

� In order to contain the prices of horticulture products especially onion, government uses Minimum Export 

Price (MEP). The MEP of onion was raised from US $ 275 PMT to US $ 1200 PMT during September, 2010 to 

December, 2010. 

� The most effective measure for stabilizing prices of horticulture products is to establish good Post Harvest 

Management infrastructure in the country for which Department of Agriculture & Cooperation provides 

assistance under National Horticulture Mission (NHM) and Horticulture Mission for North-East and 

Himalayan States (HMNEH). 

� An Inter-Ministerial Group (IMG), under the chairmanship of Chief Economic Adviser (CEA), Ministry of 

Finance, with representatives from Departments of Consumer Affairs, Food and Public Distribution, 

Agriculture and Cooperation, Animal Husbandry, Planning Commission and Economic Affairs was recently 

constituted to review and suggest measures for control of prices with focus on primary food articles 

including onion.  

India Free from Wheat Rust Disease Ug99 

There are occurrences of stem rust fungal disease in wheat in different parts of the world including Africa. 

  

Wheat varieties grown in India are resistant to most of the Indian races of stem rust. Several varieties are also 

resistant to the new race (Ug99) of stem rust as per testing carried out in Kenya and Ethiopia. UG99 stem rust has 

not yet been spotted in India as per the survey and crop health monitoring reports. 

  

The following steps have been taken to prevent outbreak of Ug99 in India. 

  

1. Extensive surveys are in operation for detection of Ug99. 

  

2. Indian wheat varieties have been evaluated at Kenya and Ethiopia against stem rust race Ug99 and around 30 of 

those varieties have been found to carry resistance to this disease. 

  

3. Ug99 resistant genetic stocks are being used in wheat breeding programme to develop disease resistant varieties. 

Wheat Sown in 294.06 and Pulses in 156.01 Lakh Hectare 

�  As per data received from States, wheat has been sown in 294.06 lakh hectare, which is 10.46 lakh hectare 

more than last year on this date. 

�  The pulses acreage is up by 13.66 lakh hectare and oilseeds by 3.41 lakh hectare compared to last year. 

Focus on Raising Productivity of Pulses 

� As per the FAO Statistics 2009, the productivity of pulses in India is lesser than the advanced countries 

including China. 

� Government has been implementing National Food Security Mission-pulses in 16 major pulses producing 

states in the country to enhance the production and productivity of pulses in the country. 

� Besides, Accelerated Pulses Production Programme (A3P) was also launched from Kharif, 2010 as a part of 

NFSM-Pulses for demonstration of Production and Protection Technologies as Village Level Compact Blocks 

for enhanced production and productivity of pulses as well as motivating farmers for increased investment 

in promoting pulses production. Assistance is also being provided to the farmers under other crop 
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development programmes such as Integrated development of 60,000 villages of Pulses, Rashtriya Krishi 

Vikas Yojana (RKVY), Macro Management of Agriculture (MMA) & “Bringing Green Revolution to Eastern 

India” (BGEI) for enhancing agricultural production including that of pulses.  

Agriculture Census in XI Plan 

The main objective of the Agriculture Census is the collection and derivation of quantitative information about the 

structural aspects of agricultural holdings in the country. 

Negotiable Warehouse Receipt System 

� Henceforth, farmers can seek the loan from banks against the warehouse receipts issued to them against 

their storage. These receipts issued by the warehouses registered with the Warehousing Development and 

Regulatory Authority (WDRA) would become a fully negotiable instrument backed by a Central legislation.  

� The WDRA was setup by the Government in October 2010 to regulate and development of warehouses in 

the country(implementation of the provisions of the Warehousing (Development and Regulation) Act, 2007). 

Industry 

Maharatna status to Coal India 

• w. e.f. 8 April 2011 

  

Background: 

• The Central Public Sector Enterprises fulfilling the following criteria are eligible to be considered for grant of 

Maharatna status: - 
o Having Navratna status 
o Listed on Indian stock exchange with minimum prescribed public shareholding under SEBI 

regulations 
o An average annual turnover of more than Rs. 25,000 crore during the last 3 years 
o An average annual net worth of more than Rs. 15,000 crore during the last 3 years 
o An average annual net profit after tax of more than Rs. 5,000 crore during the last 3 years 
o Significant global presence or international operations 

• Four PSU's IOC, NTPC, ONGC and SAIL were conferred Maharatna status in May 2010. 

Setting up of an Empowered Committee for identifying technology and investors for Semiconductor Wafer 

Fabrication (Fab) Manufacturing Facilities in the country 

� Comprising Adviser to PM on Public Information, Infrastructure and Innovation and others. 

� The Empowered Committee will identify technology and potential investors for establishment of 

Semiconductor Wafer Fabs, and thereafter ascertain their interest in setting up of Semiconductor Fab 

facilities in the country; to assess and recommend the nature and Quantum of Government support such as 

equity/grant/ subsidy in physical/financial terms that may be required.  

  

Background: 

  

A Committee comprising the Chairman, National Manufacturing Competitiveness Council (NMCC) and Adviser to 

Prime Minister on Public Information Infrastructure and Innovation and including the Member Secretary, NMCC; 

Secretary, Information Technology and Secretary, Telecommunications has made five recommendations: (i) Set 

up Semiconductor Wafer Fabs; (ii) Create policies for preferential access to "Manufactured-in-lndia” "Indian 

Products" electronics goods for all government procurements and procurement by Government Licensees; (iii) 

Set up a dedicated "Electronic Development Fund"; (iv) Set up of a National Electronics Mission (NEM) and (v) 

Encourage manufacture of specific high priority electronic product line in India by providing capital grant and 

creation of electronic manufacturing clusters. ; 
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The Rough Order of Magnitude (ROM) of investment for the two wafer fabs (Fab-1 and Fab-2) is estimated at to 

be Rs.25,000 Crore (approx. US$ 5 Billion). 

Pharma Sector 

There are 10,563 manufacturing units in the country according to first directory of Pharmaceuticals manufacturing 

units. 

The Department of Pharmaceuticals (DoP) is in the process of examining a proposal to set up a Venture Fund for 

promoting Pharma drug discovery and innovation. 

Shortage of Coal 

As per the Annual Plan Document 2011-12, the likely demand for coal in the country is 696.03 MT and the projected 

domestic coal production is 554.00 MT. However, 5 MT of coal stocks are proposed to be liquidated by CIL bringing 

down the gap to 137 MT. The gap will have to be met through imports. 

FDI in Defence 

The Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion (DIPP) has circulated a Discussion Paper suggesting raising FDI 

cap in Defence manufacturing sector to 74% or more from the existing 26%. 

Contribution of Mining Sector to the GDP 

The contribution of mining and quarrying sector (excluding Atomic minerals & metals) to the Gross Domestic 

product (GDP) at current prices in 2009-10 was 2.52%. 

Trade and commerce 

Third edition of the Consolidated FDI Policy(Circular 1 of 2011) 

� Removal of the condition of prior approval in case of existing joint ventures/ technical collaborations in the 

‘same field” 

� Companies have now been classified into only two categories – ‘companies owned or controlled by foreign 

investors’ and ‘companies owned and controlled by Indian residents’ rather than earlier three categories.  

� In the agriculture sector, FDI will now be permitted in the development and production of seeds and 

planting material, without the stipulation of having to do so under ‘controlled conditions’. 

  

Patent Proposals 

83,686 Patent applications for examination are pending as on 8th March, 2011. This pendency is due to substantial 

increase in filing requests for examination and shortage of examiners of Patent and Designs. 

Promotion of Tea Industry in North-Eastern Region 

Government is promoting teas of North East region. The mark Assam orthodox has been registered as a 

geographical indication. Apart from this Assam logo has also been registered as copyright on the lines of Darjeeling. 

Moreover, India Tea Logo promoted extensively by the Board also covers teas of NE region. As far as the flavour of 

Tea is concerned, it depends on many factors like agro-climatic conditions of the area including soil and type of 

variety grown. Darjeeling tea which has the peculiar muscatel flavour cannot be compared with any other teas in 

India. 

  

The quality of rubber production in the district of Karbi Anglong is reasonably good. Due to the efforts of the Rubber 

Board, an area of around 4200 hectares has so far has been planted with rubber in Karbi Anglong. Out of this, 

around 2000 hectares is mature and the yield is around 3000 metric tonnes per annum. Rubber Board is providing 

necessary assistance to improve the productivity, quality and marketing of the rubber in the district.  
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Public Distribution 

TPDS 

� Targeted Public Distribution System (TPDS) is operated under the joint responsibility of Central Government 

and State/Union Territory (UT) Governments. 

� Instructions have been issued to State/UT Governments for involving Panchayati Raj Institutions in the 

functioning of the TPDS. The instructions, interalia, stipulate that the list of BPL beneficiaries should be 

displayed in the Fair Price Shop (FPS) as well as the office of the Gram Panchayat for public scrutiny. 

Sugar Production 

  

season production 

(in lac tons) 

export 

(in lac tons) 

2007-08 263 58.23 

2008-09 (Prov.) 147 2.16 

2009-10 (Prov.) 188 2.37 

Government did not export sugar on  its account during the last three year. Export of sugar is undertaken by sugar 

mills /merchant exporters, as per their commercial operations. 

  

Related info: 

There are seven broad categories of essential commodities covered by the Act. These are (1) Drugs; (2) Fertilizer, 

inorganic, organic or mixed; (3) Foodstuffs, including edible oilseeds and oils; (4) Hank yarn made wholly from 

cotton; (5) Petroleum and petroleum products; (6) Raw jute and jute textile; (7) (i) seeds of food-crops and seeds of 

fruits and vegetables; (ii) seeds of cattle fodder; and (iii) jute seeds. Recently cotton seed was also included in the 

list. 

Corporate Affairs 

Serious Fraud Investigation Office 

� Serious Fraud Investigation Office is investigating 14 cases 

� Jurisdiction of Companies Act under which SFIO is functioning is restricted to India only. 

� since inception, the Serious Fraud Investigation Officers have Investigated 61 Companies. 

Corporate social responsibility 

� it is not mandatory for every company to have a corporate social responsibility.  

� But the Government has issued “Corporate Social Responsibility Voluntary Guidelines 2009” for adoption by 

Companies voluntarily. 

Miscellaneous  

15795 MW Highest Ever Capacity Addition in the Power Sector During 2010-11 

The prominent companies which added to the capacity include NTPC, Adani Power, Reliance Power and Tata Power 

etc. 

  

Background: 

11th plan addition target - 62300 MW(revised) [78700 MW-original] 

12th plan addition  target- 75000-100000 MW (tentative) 
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Civil Aviation Ministry Reiterates Air Safety 

In news: Fake pilot scam, helicopter accidents, security lapses by private airlines etc. 

Background: 

DGCA 

� Directorate General of Civil Aviation is an attached office of the Ministry of Civil Aviation. 

� The Directorate General of Civil Aviation is the regulatory body in the field of Civil Aviation primarily dealing 

with safety issues. It is responsible for regulation of air transport services to/from/within India and for 

enforcement of civil air regulations, air safety and airworthiness standards. It also co-ordinates all regulatory 

functions with International Civil Aviation Organisation. 

� The headquarters are located in New Delhi with regional offices in the various parts of India. 

� There are 14 (fourteen) Regional Airworthiness Offices located at Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai, Kolkata, 

Bangalore, Hyderabad, Trivandrum, Bhopal, Lucknow, Patna, Bhubaneshwar, Kanpur, Guwahati and Patiala. 

� Apart from the Regional Airworthiness Offices, there are 5 (five) Regional Air Safety offices located at Delhi, 

Mumbai, Chennai, Kolkata and Hyderabad, the Regional Research and Development Office located at 

Bangalore and the Gliding Centre at Pune. 

� India is participated in ICAO by the Representative of India. 

Food Processing  

� In order to increase level of processing and to promote Food Processing Industries to exploit both the 

domestic and international market potential for processed food products, Vision 2015 document has been 

finalized by the Ministry of Food Processing Industries (MFPI), which envisages tripling the size of the 

processed food sector by increasing the level of processing of perishables from 6% to 20% value addition 

from 20% to 35% and share in global food trade from 1.5% to 3% by 2015.  

� The average annual growth rate of Food Processing Sector was 7% in 2004 which has gone up to over 14% in 

2010. The over-all processing level was 6%, value addition was 20% in 2004 which has gone up to 11% and 

26% respectively. 

NATRIP 

The National Automotive Testing and R&D Infrastructure Project (NATRIP) had been approved by the Government to 

create state-of-the-art Homologation, Testing, Validation and R&D infrastructure in the country. 

Foreign Tourist Arrivals(FTAs) 

The FTAs from top five countries in India in 2009 and their percentage share are as given. 

Country FTAs % share 

USA 8,27,140 16.01 

UK 7,69,251 14.89 

Bangladesh 4,68,899 9.07 

Sri Lanka 2,39,995 4.64 

Canada 2,24,069 4.34 

Other Countries 26,38,345 51.05 

Total 51,67,699 100.00 
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PERSONS IN NEWS 

International 

Obituary Obituary Obituary Obituary     

Norio Ohga 

� Norio Ohga was the former president and chairman of Sony Corporation, accredited for driving 

the development of the compact disc as a commercially viable audio format. 

Sidney Lumet 

� Sidney Lumet was an American director, producer and screenwriter with over 50 films to his 

name.  

� He was nominated for the Academy Award as Best Director for 12 Angry Men (1957), Dog Day 

Afternoon (1975), Network (1976) and The Verdict (1982).  

AppointmentsAppointmentsAppointmentsAppointments    

Raul Castro  

� President of Cuba since 2006. 

� Raúl Castro was also elected First Secretary( Cuba Communist Party chief) of the Communist 

Party at its Sixth Congress on April 19, 2011, after having served as Second Secretary behind his 

brother for 46 years. 

� Fidel Castro not included in the leadership for the first time since the party's creation 46 years 

ago.  

  

H. S. Shiv Kumar 

• New director of Tagore Centre in Berlin 

Jacob Mathew 

� Elected WAN-IFRA president  

� Executive Editor of the Malayala Manorama Group of Publications. 

� The World Association of Newspapers, founded in 1948, and IFRA, the research and service 

organisation of the news publishing industry, founded in 1962, merged in 2009 to form WAN-

IFRA. Its core mission is to defend and promote quality journalism, editorial integrity, press 

freedom and development of new media business.  

� WAN-IFRA, based in Paris and Darmstadt (Germany), with subsidiaries in Singapore, India, Spain, 

France and Sweden 

OtherOtherOtherOther    

Siddhartha Mukherjee 

Indian-American physician Siddhartha Mukherjee’s acclaimed book on cancer, The Emperor of All 

Maladies: A Biography of Cancer, has won the prestigious 2011 Pulitzer Prize in the general non-fiction 

category.  

Mitt Romney  

Mitt Romney, former Governor of Massachusetts and one of several frontrunner Republican Party 

candidates, has announced his presidential bid for 2012 through a campaign video that sought to fix the 

spotlight firmly on job-creation.  
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Rohinton Mistry 

� finalists for the £-60,000 Man Booker International Prize 

� Indian born Canadian. 

National 

ObituaryObituaryObituaryObituary        

Sujatha  

Sujatha was popular South Indian actress who has performed in Tamil, Malayalam, Telugu, Kannada and 

Hindi language films. 

Ajit Bhattacharjea dead  

� Veteran journalist  

� a leading figure of the right to information movement 

Venkatraman Radhakrishnan 

Venkatraman Radhakrishnan (18 May 1929 – 3 March 2011) was an internationally renowned space 

scientist and member of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences. He was Professor Emeritus of the 

Raman Research Institute in Bangalore, India, where he had been Director from 1972 to 1994. 

 Biren De (1926-2011) 

one of the pioneers of neo-Tantrik art in the country. 

P.C. Mathew 

one of the last surviving members of the Indian Civil Service passed away. 

AppointmentsAppointmentsAppointmentsAppointments    

Rajendra Pawar 

� New NASSCOM chairman. 

� Chirman and co-founder NIIT 

Smt. Yasmeen Abrar takes over as Chairperson, NCW(National Commission for Women) 

� w. e. f. 8th of April, 2011 on completion of the tenure of Dr. Girija Vyas 

� She will hold the Office of Chairperson, NCW till the vacancy is filled by a fresh nomination under  

NCW Act 1990. 

� She is member of NCW since 2005 (second term-2008) 

Lalit Bhasin 

� new Chairperson of the Film Certification Appellate Tribunal 

� Noted lawyer  

  

Leela Samson 

� new chairperson of the Central Board of Film Certification (CBFC) 

� Bharatnatyam dancer 

� Padma Shri awardee 

� Non-film background 

Mahashweta Devi  

� Mahashweta Devi is an Indian social activist and Bengali writer. 

� She was recently conferred the Yashwantrao Chavan National Award 2010  “for her contribution 
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to national integration, democratic values and the socio-economic development of India.” 

� Human Resource Development Ministry has appointed her as National Research Professor for a 

second term of five years from February 2011. 

OtherOtherOtherOther    

President Releases Commemorative Postage Stamp on freedom fighter Smt Subhadra Joshi 

� Attracted by the ideals of Gandhiji, she visited his Ashram at Wardha when she was studying in 

Lahore. As a Student she took part in the Quit India Movement in 1942. She went underground 

and edited a journal ‘Hamara Sangram’. For the education of dalit children she opened evening 

schools in Delhi. She was arrested and sent to Lahore Central Jail. 

� During the dark days of Partition she set up a peace volunteer organization ‘Shanti Dal’ which 

went from door to door spreading the Gandhiji’s message of peace and amity. She also organized 

rehabilitation of evacuees from Pakistan. 

� As a parliamentarian for four terms, she made an outstanding contribution to the passage of 

Special Marriage Act, the Nationalization of Banks, Abolition of Privy Purses, Aligarh University 

Amendment Act and others. Above all, she pioneered the move to amend the code for Criminal 

Procedure whereby organized propaganda leading to fear or ill will among communities was 

made a cognizable offence.  

Sunitha Krishnan 

� Sunitha Krishnan is an anti-human trafficking pioneer and co-founder of the NGO Prajwala. 

� She was  honoured with the Human Rights award of the prestigious Vital Voices Global 

Leadership Award. 

 

Exercises and Operations 

 

IMBEX 

The Republic of Singapore Navy (RSN) and the Indian Navy (IN) are conducting the annual Singapore Indian 

Maritime Bilateral Exercise (SIMBEX) from 18 to 25 Mar 2011. Hosted by Singapore, this year's exercise is the 18th 

in the series of bilateral exercise held since 1994. The exercise comprises a shore phase, already held at the Changi 

Naval Base and a sea phase currently being carried out in the South China Sea. 

MALABAR  

• MALABAR is an annual bilateral exercise between Indian Navy and US Navy. On two occasions, Japanese 

Navy and one occasion Australian and Singaporean Navies have participated in the same. 

• Thirteen exercises of MALABAR series have so far been conducted.  

• Out of 13 exercises, 11 have been held off Indian Coast and 2 in the Pacific. The exercises were he 
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SPORTS  

 

SPORTS   

  34th National Games 2011  
� The 2011 National Games, also known as the 34th National Games of India, 

was held from 12 February 2011 to 26 February 2011 in Ranchi, Jharkhand, 

India.  

� The mascot of the games was '''Chhaua'''(little boy in the local language), a 

deer in running motion holding the torch. 

� Though National Games supposed to be held once in 2 years but this 

edition of games is 4 years after  Guwahati games. 

� Services (Services Sports Control Board - SSCB), which was a combined 

team of the Indian armed forces, retained the overall title with 70 gold 

medals.  

� Services were presented with the Raja Bhalendra Trophy for the 

champions team.  

� The Maharashtra swimmer Virdhawal Khade who won 12 medals 

including 8 golds was adjudged the best male athlete while the Delhi 

swimmer Richa Mishra who won 16 medals including 11 golds was 

adjudged the best female athlete.  

� The best state award was won by Manipur who won 48 gold medals to 

finish in second place overall. 

� Medal tally: 

No         Team             G         S         B         Total 

1         Services         70         50         42         162 

2         Manipur         48         37         33         118 

3         Haryana         42         33         40         115 

4         Maharashtra         41         44         47         132 

5         Jharkhand         33         26         37         96 

  

Laureus World Sports 

Awards 

Laureus World Sportsman of the Year: Rafael Nadal (Tennis - Spain) 

Laureus World Sportswoman of the Year: Lindsey Vonn(Skiing - USA) 

Laureus World Team of the Year: Spain World Cup Team (Football - Spain) 

Laureus World Breakthrough of the Year: Martin Kaymer(Golf - Germany) 

Laureus World Comeback of the Year: Valentino Rossi (Motor Cycling - Italy) 

Laureus World Sportsperson of the Year with a Disability: Verena Bentele (Skiing - 

Germany) 

Laureus World Action Sportsperson of the Year: Kelly Slater (Surfing - USA) 

Laureus Lifetime Achievement Award: Zinedine Zidane (Football - France) 

Laureus Sport for Good Award: May El-Khalil (Running - Lebanon) 

Laureus Spirit of Sport Award: European Ryder Cup Team (Golf - Europe) 
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Background: 

The Laureus World Sports Awards are awarded annually to sportspeople who have 

been outstanding during the previous year. The Laureus World Sports Awards 

were established in 1999 by Founding Patrons Daimler and Richemont and is 

supported by its Global Partners Mercedes-Benz, IWC Schaffhausen and Vodafone. 

The first gala was held on May 25, 2000 in Monte Carlo. 

Narinder Batra lected as the vice-president of the Asian Hockey Federation (AHF) at its recent 

congress held at Kuala Lumpur. 

Taekwondo   

commonwealth 

taekwondo 

championships 2011 

� India bagged the overall championship in the fifth Commonwealth 

taekwondo championships held in Chennai with a whopping tally of 261 

points. 

� The host nation clinched 21 gold, 23 silver and 45 bronze medals. England 

(38 points) won three gold, four silver and five bronze medals to finish 

second, while Australia (33) ended up with four gold and five bronze. 

� India walked away with the ‘best player award' in all four categories: Vipan 

Singh (junior boys), Janey Dharma (senior), Tasim Begum (junior girls) 

Shraddha Dixit (senior).  

Cricket   

Sachin Tendulkar  Tendulkar became the first batsman to score five hundreds in the World Cup, 

powering India to 338 in the Group B match at the Chinnaswamy Stadium in 

Bangalore. 

Duleep Trophy South zone won the trophy after fifteen years defeating North Zone 

Background: 

The Duleep Trophy is a domestic first-class cricket competition played in India 

between teams representing five geographical zones of India.The competition is 

named after Kumar Shri Duleepsinhji (also known as "Duleep"). 

Tennis   

2011 Australian Open Category Champion(s) Runnerups(s) 

Men's singles Novak Djokovic (Serbia) Andy Murray (Great Britain)  

Women's 

singles 

Kim Clijsters (Belgium) Li Na (China) 

Men's doubles Bob Bryan and Mike Bryan ( 

U.S.)  

Mahesh Bhupathi and 

Leander Paes (India) 

Women's 

doubles 

 Gisela Dulko (Argentina) and 

Flavia Pennetta (Italy)  

Maria Kirilenko(Belarus) and 

Victoria Azarenka (Russia) 
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Mixed doubles Daniel Nestor (Canada) and 

Katarina Srebotnik (Slovenia) 

Chan Yung-Jan (Taiwan) and 

Paul Hanley (Australia)  
 

Justine Henin Belgian tennis player and former World No. 1.  retired from professional tennis 

once again because of an elbow injury. 

Squash         

Dipika Pallikal  • Achieves India’s Highest WISPA Ranking 

• Dipika Pallikal scales to a new high of 24 in the February WISPA(Womens 

International Squash Players Association) rankings. This is the highest by any 

Indian female player in the history of squash. Dipika still 19 years, held the no. 1 

junior ranking from May 2010 till September when she crossed into the senior 

category. Dipika finished her junior career by winning the Asian Junior 

Championships last June 

  

Related info: 

• Saurav Ghosal is also at 24(Men's ranking by SPA-Squash Professionals 

Affiliate) after slipping one place from 23. 

15th Asian junior 

squash championship 

India made history at the Ratmalana courts in Colombo by clinching the boys' title 

for the first time, beating defending champion Pakistan. 

It was India's maiden triumph since the inception of the tournament in 1981. 

Chess   

M. Aditya Six-year-old M. Aditya (1492) has become the youngest rated Indian chess player, 

according to the January 2011 list released by FIDE, the international chess body. 

Football   

Asian Cup 2011 Japan won an unprecedented fourth Asian Cup title after beating Australia 1-0 

after extra-time in the final played in the Khalifa Stadium(Doha, Qatar ). 

Golf   

Asian junior golf 

championship  

Led by Chikkarangappa, the Indian junior team won the Asian juniors golf team 

championship at the Damai Laut Golf & Country Club(Kuala Lumpur,Malaysia). 

Shooting   

Abhinav Bindra Gold in French GP at Paris 

Table Tennis   

Sharath Kamal Three gold in 34th National Games 

Athlete   

Sharadha Narayanan The World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) has filed an appeal with the National Anti-
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Doping Appeal panel against the exoneration of athlete Sharadha Narayana in a 

doping case. 

 

  “Come and Play Scheme” 

� Under the Scheme unveiled by Sports Minister on 15th April, 2011, it was envisaged of 

opening of SAI(Sports Authority of India) stadia in the city for usage by school children, 

students, sports persons as also the common people.  

� The designated area in the stadia will be thrown open for imparting professional training 

to the establishment sports persons and also to beginners with the twin objective of 

encouraging participation in sports as also optimum utilization of the stadia. 

� Fee: Free-of-Cost Facilities to People below Poverty Line and at One-Third Rates to 

Students of Government Schools. For others minimal fee. 

CricketCricketCricketCricket      

        Wisden honours Tendulkar 

� Sachin Tendulkar has been named Wisden's Leading Cricketer in the World for the year 

2010.  

� The Indian batsman is the seventh recipient of the Wisden award. 

� Unlike the winners of Wisden's coveted five cricketers of the year, it is possible to be 

named the world's best in the almanack more than once. 

� Tendulkar is making it an Indian hat-trick, after Test opener Virender Sehwag took the 

honour in each of the last two years. 

� Tendulkar in the 22nd year of his international career, made more than 1,500 Test runs 

and seven Test hundreds, including an unparalleled 50th overall, in the year 2010. 

        Dhoni more influential than Obama: Time magazine's list of 100 most influential people in 

the world 

� Dhoni, ranked 52nd in the chart, was the only Indian sportsperson to make the list which 

also included four of his compatriots in “Titan of Industry” Mukesh Ambani (61), “Brain 

Mapper” V.S. Ramachandran (79), “Philanthropist” Azim Premji (88) and “Change Agent” 

Aruna Roy (89). 

� He found himself way above Messi who was just below Obama at the 87th spot in a list 

topped by Wael Ghonim, the Google executive who became the “Spokesman for a 

Revolution” in Egypt. 

� The highest-ranked Indian in the latest Time list, he is only the second Indian sportsman 

after Sachin Tendulkar to make it there. 

� The other global celebrities included are U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, who is 

incidentally ranked higher than Obama at 43rd, Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg (6), 

and WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange (9).  

  

        Duncan Fletcher 

• The former England coach, Duncan Fletcher, has been appointed coach of the Indian 

cricket team for a period of two years. He takes over from the highly successful Gary Kirsten. 

• Zimbabwe's former captain. 

FootballFootballFootballFootball      

        Sports Ministry Felicitates Members of Indian Football Team of Rome Olympics  
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Why: Indian Football Team, which took part in 1960 Rome Olympics, had put up impressive 

performance by creating scare in football giants such as France and Hungary, the power houses of 

European Football.  The Indian Team draw 1-1 with France and lost 1-2 to Hungary.  

  

Related: 

Best Football performance by India: 

World Cup 1950: In Asia, the Philippines, Indonesia and Burma all withdrew, leaving India to 

qualify by default. However, India subsequently withdrew when FIFA imposed a rule banning 

barefoot play. 

Olympics 1956: At the 1956 Olympic Games they finished fourth(semi final), which is regarded as 

one of finest achievements in Indian football. 

Asian Cup : Runner up (1964) 

Racing   

        Player Country Team Comment 

Sebastian  Vettel Germany Red Bulls Won Malasian Grand prix 

Lewis Hamilton Britain McLaren Won chinese grand prix 
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Miscellaneous (also in news)  

INSTITUTE  

Institute HQ comment 

 National Institute of Food 

Technology, 

Entrepreneurship and 

Management (NIFTEM)  

Kundli, Haryana. cost estimates revised  

National Remote Sensing 

Centre (NRSC) 

Hyderabad   

Central Arid Zone 

Research Institute(CAZRI) 

Jodhpur In a novel initiative, senior bureaucrats of the Union Agriculture 

Ministry here have been asked to tour the country to identify 

institutes and the technologies available for dissemination in the 

field. They will also interact with farmers to assess their demands 

and strengthen the extension services.  

Central Research Institute 

for Dryland 

Agriculture(CRIDA) 

Hyderabad   

National academy of 

agriculture research and 

management 

Hyderabad   

Central Rice Research 

institute 

Cuttack    

National Institute of 

Abiotic stress 

management 

Malegaon   

Directorate of Medicinal 

and Aromatic plant 

research 

Anand    

Counter Insurgency and 

Jungle Warfare School  

 Vairnagte, Mizoram   

 Indian Council of 

Philosophical Research 

(ICPR) 

New Delhi The Indian Council of Philosophical Research (ICPR), functioning 

from 1977 with offices in New Delhi and Lucknow, reviews the 

progress, sponsors or assists projects and programmes of 

research in philosophy, and gives fiancial assistance to 

institutions and individuals to conduct research in philosophy and 

allied disciplines. 

Centre for Marine Living 

Resources and Ecology  

Kochi  Ministry of Earth Sciences. 

DRDO’s Naval material 

Research laboratory  

Ambernath, MH  Developing AIP. 
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All India institute of 

speech and hearing 

 Mysore         

NEERI: National 

Environmental 

Engineering Research 

Institute 

Nagpur         

CCMB- Centre for Cellular 

and Molecular Biology  

Hyderabad         

LaCONES (Laboratory for 

the Conservation of 

Endangered Species); 

Hyderabad         

International     

 United Nations Office on 

Drugs and Crime 

Vienna    

International Rice 

Research Institute 

Philippines The miracle workers who sparked the Green Revolution of the 

1960s in Asia are in the final stages of developing their next 

wonder -- rice varieties that can survive flooding, salinity and 

drought.(Aerobic, submarine rice ) 

EcoSoc     

UN-Habitat Nairobi (Kenya)   

IPCC Geneva(Switzerland)   

 

Department/Agencies and Location 

Department/Agencies and 

Location 

Ministries   

NAFED (National Agricultural 

Cooperative Marketing 

Fedration of India) 

Ministry of Agriculture  NAFED is the Central agency for 

procurement of oilseeds at 

MSP under Price Support 

Scheme (PSS) 

National Pharmaceutical 

Pricing Authority (NPPA) 

Ministry of Chemicals and Fertilizers NPPA hikes prices of six drugs. 

Combat Battalion for 

Resolute Action (CoBRA) 

unit of the Central Reserve Police Force , MoH   

Spices Board(Kochin)  Ministry of Commerce   

National Ganga River Basin 

Authority (NGBRA) 

Ministry of Environment & Forests   

BRPSE(Board for established in December 2004 as an advisory body   
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Reconstruction of Public 

Sector Enterprises) 

to advise the Government on the strategies, 

measures and schemes for strengthening, 

modernizing, reviving and restructuring of public 

sector enterprises.   

APMC(Agricultural Produce 

Market Committee) 

It  is a marketing board established by the state 

governments of India 

  

APEDA: Agricultural and 

Processed Food Products 

Export Development 

Authority; 

Ministry of Commerce & Industry   

 

PLACES IN NEWS 

Place Comment 

Grosvenor 

House Hotel 

The conglomerate, Sahara India Pariwar, has bought London's luxurious Grosvenor House 

hotel from State-rescued Royal Bank of Scotland for 470 million pounds (545 million euro, 

$728 million).  

Vanuatu   • An island nation located in the South Pacific Ocean. 

• 7.3 magnitude Earthquake struck of recently 

ICC HQ Not to be sifted from Dubai to London 

Chabahar port Iran (on the coast of the Gulf of Oman) 

 

 Parks/Sanctuary etc 

 

Name Place Comment 

Simlipal Tiger Reserve 

(STR) 

Orissa  Orissa forest authorities suspect that poisoning is the cause of death of 

three juvenile elephants 

Kudremukh National 

Park 

Karnataka  Environment and Forests Minister Jairam Ramesh has sought a proposal 

from Karnataka for declaring the Kudremukh National Park a tiger 

reserve.  

Satkosia Tiger 

Reserve  

Orissa    

Wayanad Wildlife 

Sanctuary 

Kerala A recent study of the Wayanad part of the Western Ghats has once 

again proved that the biodiversity of the region is still not explored 

fully, with even higher plants waiting to be discovered.  

Arignar Anna 

Zoological Park 

(Vandalur Zoo)  

Near Chennai   
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Pinjore Gardens near 

Chandigarh,  

Mughal Gardens style 

Rajiv Gandhi National 

Park 

Orang, Assam;   

Acharya Jagadish 

Chandra Bose 

Botanical Garden 

Kolkata  the oldest in the country 

Trees destroyed in 2 hour fire  

Gahirmatha Marine 

Wildlife Sanctuary  

Orissa Beaches of Sanctuary , the site of the world`s leading congregation of 

Olive Ridley sea turtles are srinking. 

Part of Bhitarkanika National Park in the Kendrapara district of Orissa. 

  

Point Calimere 

wildlife Sanctuary 

Nagapattinam, 

Tamil Nadu 

  

Padmaja Naidu 

Himalayan zoological 

park 

Darjeeling three births of red pandas as a part of the zoo's conservation breeding 

programme 

 

PERSONS IN NEWS  

Person   

K.V. Raman Agricultural scientist K.V. Raman has been awarded the prestigious Bharat Jyoti Award of the 

India International Friendship Society for his contributions to science, technology and 

development.  

Daisaku Ikeda  Buddhist philosopher, president of Soka Gakkai International conferred first MLBD Indology 

Award by Motilal Banarsidass Publishers (MLBD) and Bharat Soka Gakkai. 

Baldev Raj Baldev Raj, Director of the Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research (IGCAR) in Kalpakkam 

has been elected president of the Indian National Academy of Engineering (INAE).  

It provides considered opinion on policy matters in domains of higher education, energy, 

heritage and industry either on request from the government or on the basis of the need 

envisaged. 

G. R. Sufi J&K's first CIC(Chief Information Commissioner); former IRS. 

Aamir Khan made it to the international jury of the 61st Berlin film festival 

Rudolf Elmer A Swiss banker who claims to have handed WikiLeaks details of rich tax evaders goes on trial 

on charges of coercion and breaking Switzerland’s strict banking secrecy laws.  

Abhay Kumar 

Srivastava 

NALCO MD arrested on corruption charges 

R. S. Butola • To be next Chairman of Indian Oil Corporation.  

•  currently ONGC Videsh Ltd. (OVL) Managing Director  

Ajay Parida • Ajay Parida, Executive Director, M. S. Swaminathan Research Foundation, has been 
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selected for the prestigious TATA Innovation Fellowship of the Department of 

Biotechnology, Government of India. 

• for his research contribution in the area of basic and applied sciences in developing 

novel genetic combinations for abiotic stress and nutritional enhancement using advanced 

biotechnological tools. 

Rahat Fateh Ali Khan Celebrated  Pakistani singer detained at airport For allegedly carrying undeclared cash 

totalling $124,000 

Maulana Gulam 

Mohammad 

Vastanvi 

 Vice-Chancellor of Darul Uloom Deoband 

In controversy due to pro Modi remarks. 

Ennapadam S. 

Krishnamoorthy 

He has been awarded the Royal College of Psychiatrists President's Medal for 2011 in 

recognition of his significant contributions to policy, public knowledge and education in metal 

health and wellness. 

Dr. Krishnamoorthy, who is now honorary secretary of Voluntary Health Services, reportedly 

becomes the first Indian to be recognised by the Royal Colleges for contributions to both 

neurology and psychiatry 

M.P. Prakash  former Deputy Chief Minister of Karnataka, passed away  

aruna 

ramachandran 

shanbhag  

The euthanasia debate is back with the Supreme Court directing a three-member committee 

of doctors to look into the physical and mental status of nurse Aruna Shanbaug who has been 

lying comatose for the past 38 years in Mumbai's King Edward Memorial (KEM) Hospital. 

Aruna has been lying comatose following a brutal sexual assault by a hospital ward boy 

Sohanlal Valmiki in 1973. 

Prithviraj Chavan New chief minister of Maharashtra as Ashok Chavan resigned over the "Adarsh Housing 

Society controversy". 

Sanjeev Tripathi new chief of the country's external intelligence agency, the Research and Analysis Wing 

(RAW) 

A. P. Singh New Director of CBI 

U.K. Sinha To be appointed next SEBI chairman 

Nehchal Sandhu New IB chief. 

Kiran Kumar Reddy New chief minister of AP 

Y S Dadwal New chief of Sashastra Seema Bal (SSB) 

 Eugenie Blanchard 

  

World's oldest person, Eugenie Blanchard, dead at 114 years old 

Irom Sharmila Completed 10 years of his fast against ASPA (1958) in Manipur. 

11. Sanmugham Singapores's new Home Minister 

Lord Swaraj Paul stepped down from the deputy speaker of the Lords position due to allegations of financial 

impropriety 

 K. Vijay Kumar new chief of the Central Reserve Police Force (CRPF) 
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Milon Kumar 

Banerjee 

Former Attorny General of India who worked with five different prime ministers died 

recently. 

K. M. Mathew Padma awardee chief editor of Malayala Manorama died recently. 

Maruti Mane Asian games gold winner wrestler died. 

 

Temples/Dams etc 

 

Name Location Comment 

Emar Mutt Puri Rs. 90 Cr. Hidden Treasure (Silver slabs) found 

Sardar Sarovar 

Dam 

Gujarat/Narmada   

Omkareshwar 

and Indira-

Sagar dams 

MP/Narmada The National Alliance of People Movements (NAPM) has urged the Centre to 

dissuade the Madhya Pradesh government from excavating huge canals for 

the Indira Sagar and Omkareshwar dams through the very villages that fall in 

the submergence zone of the mega Sardar Sarovar Project (SSP). 

Jagannath 

Temple  

Puri  non-Hindus are not allowed to enter. 

 

 

 

 

Multilateral Groups 
 

Multilateral Groups   

BRIC(Brazil, Russia, India and China) The BRIC (Brazil, Russia, India and China) grouping will 

become BRICS with the inclusion of South Africa, according to 

sources in the government. 

ISAF: International Security Assistance Force; The International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) is a NATO-

led security mission in Afghanistan established by the United 

Nations Security Council on 20 December 2001 by Resolution 

1386 as envisaged by the Bonn Agreement. 

OSCE-The Organization for Security and Co-

operation in Europe; 

world's largest security-oriented intergovernmental 

organization. 

Its 56 participating states are in Europe, the Caucasus, Central 

Asia and North America and cover most of the northern 

hemisphere. 

CSTO: Collective Security Treaty Organisation; • is an intergovernmental military alliance which was 
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signed on 15 May 1992. On 7 October 2002, the Presidents 

of Armenia, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia and 

Tajikistan signed a charter in Tashkent founding the CSTO. 

• Uzbekistan joined in 2006.  

AMISOM: African Union Mission for Somalia;   

IGAD: Intergovernmental Authority on 

Development; 

is a seven-country regional development organization in East 

Africa. Its headquarters are located in Djibouti City. 

     Djibouti (founding member, 1986) 

     Ethiopia (founding member, 1986) 

     Kenya (founding member, 1986) 

     Somalia (founding member, 1986) 

     Sudan (founding member, 1986) 

     Uganda (founding member, 1986) 

     Eritrea (joined soon after independence in 1993, 

unilaterally declared its suspension in 2007; an exit would be 

effective one year after being formally declared against IGAD) 
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